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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The U.S. Agency for International Development faces a
difficult 
but vital task in putting to work the information that
is available to promote economic and social change and 
development. Information is a critical resource for economic growth and
for social, or human resources, bettcrment, two key elements in
the broad development process. 
Indeed, information resources are
 as 
 important to the development process as any material or human
resources 
that may be employed. This is particularly true when
uncertainty is a prime characteristic of the task 
at hand. To
overcome the enormous difficulty of making things happen requires
that the 
existence and availability of these resources be
acknowledged and understood. 
 This, in turn, requires both
appropriate information 
and users of that information with an
openness to learning. Information supply without demand is 
 a
wasted resource. Information demand without supply is 
a wasted
 
opportunity.
 

For AID, 
the sheer quantity of available information is an
ironic 
impediment to that information's effective management and
use. As noted recently by W. Haven North, 
Associate Assistant
Administrator, 
Center for Development Information and Evaluation
(CDIE), 
 project designs are prepared, technologies are employed,
and implementation methods 
are used that do not reflect AID
experience with what works and with what does not 
work. Thus,
unsound projects are perpetuated (or even repeated)
opportunities for responsible innovation are missed. 
and
 

A lack of
knowledge on the part of responsible staff, as a result of an
inability or unwillingness to make appropriate use of 
 relevant
information, is frequently the cause of these 
unnecessary and

costly project failures.
 

Effective development planning and implementation require an
informed awareness of the policy environment, combined with 
a
sensitive and detailed knowledge of local conditions, practices,
and needs. The role of information in creating this 
awareness
 
and knowledge includes:
 

a Developing 
the knowledge to understand the results of
 
past initiatives and to clarify development issues;
 

e Providing 
decision makers with an understanding of the
options available to and the
them likely impact of
 
alternative strategies;
 

a 
Building consensus among those who must implement change;
 

.
 Identifying and overcoming development constraints; and
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e 	Increasing the capability of those persons or 
organizations that must carry out solutions.
 

For 
effective management of development programs, information 
is needed before program implementation, when policy
options are 
considered and formulated, 
and while planning is
taking place; 
 during program implementation, to facilitate that
implementation at 
various levels and in different offices and
agencies; and 
after implementation, 
when data are needed to
evaluate 
program results in light of stated objectives and for
feedback of information into the planning process.
 

AID has made a substantial investment in its 
 effort over
recent years to 
capture and maintain development experience
information. This institutional memory represents a resource of
major importance, incorporating lessons learned from a wide range
of development activities designed and implemented by the AID, as
well as relevant technical and analytic information from non-AID
sources. Improving the effective use of this information, in part
through its exchange between AID/Washington, USAID 
missions
overseas, and 
selected counterpart institutions in developing
countries is 
 of central importance to AID 
in the continuing
fulfillment of its development support mandate.
 

To assist it in formulating policies and guidelines relating
to more effective information outreach to USAID 
missions and
developing country counterpart institutions, the Development
Information (DI) Division of CDIE within the Bureau for 
Program
and Policy Coordination (PPC) in late 1984 
 commissioned
design 
of a strategy for implementing an 	
the
 

Overseas Development
Information 
Support (ODIS) Project. The initial report of
design task ("A Strategy Paper for 
that
 

the Overseas Development
Information 
Support Project," Development Alternatives, Inc.,
January 1985) 
 examined potentials for and constraints to 
more
effective 
use of relevant development information by USAID staff
and host-country counterparts.
 

Several 
major points were emphasized in the proposed ODIS
 
strategy:
 

e 	To be responsive to existing mandates that it make
effective use of the knowledge gleaned from its own prior
experience, AID must distinguish between developing 
an
information base of AID-related material and the broader
task of supporting, in a diverse set 
of overseas
situations, 
the effective dissemination, management, and
use of appropriate development information. The focus of
the ODIS project should be on the latter mandate.
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e Developing site-specific local information resources 
 (or
the capacity to obtain them) represents the major contribution that AID can make to effective use of its institutional memory in project design and management. Effective
 
use of information overseas depends on the 
ability to
identify and obtain needed materials in timely fashion
through a variety of development resource channels.
 

* Therefore, 

of 

an ODIS project should not have the objective
transferring the archived institutional memory of AID
to overseas sites, except selectively in response to
expressions of justifiable need by missions 
and after
appropriate information management capabilities have been
established. 
Instead, project activities should focus on
enhancing site-specific capacities to access, manage, and
 use appropriate development information more 
effectively
(in part through effective interaction with CDIE
 resources in AID/Washington); and on increasing use by
USAID 
missions of the development information 
resources
currently or potentially available to them.
 

TASK ORDER FINDINGS
 

To test and evaluate further the assumptions and
recommendations 
 contained in the strategy 
paper, a follow-up.
pilot project was 
planned and implemented to examine through
l3mited testing at 
a USAID mission (Haiti) the operational
implications 
of the proposed strategy, 
and to set in motion
selected activities 
critical to broader understanding and
implementation of 
that strategy. Findings from several 
 other
USAID missions were obtained by the study team and 
CDIE staff

travel during the life of the pilot project.
 

Several points emerged from a review of development informa
tion management in USAID missions:
 

" AID has 
 no clear policy concerning development

information management 
and no framework within which
missions can develop policies 
for information needs,

management, and use;
 

* Management decisions are 
needed from top levels of
mission leadership that information is important,
particularly the feedback link between 
evaluation and
 
design (or redesign); and
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9 
Information content is the key issue, 
that is, how does
infoLmation contribute to learning at the mission 
level.
This is particularly important in of
an environment
decentralization 
where decision responsibility in the
field is greatly increased, and where a 
reduction in
staff levels is perceived as requiring fewer AID
professionals 
to do more with less, in a real-time
environment. This situation allows little time to
anticipate needs, 
 screen larger volumes of information
for relevant materials, or reflect on the 
 information
 once it has been identified and is available.
 

* Information timeliness is another key issue. 
 If information is not available when it is needed, it will not be
used. Delays 
 in delivery of information to USAID
missions, 
even when that information had been 
requested
on a priority basis, 
was cited as a reason for low
second-time use of DI services in the field. 
This observation has implications both for 
timely delivery of
requested 
information and for more anticipatory information dissemination on a proactive basis.
 

Additional findings 
regarding mission-level information
 
management include:
 

* 
No USAID mission observed during task order 
implementation had a planned, organized strategy to ensure
that appropriate information influenced project design or

implementation;
 

* To the extent that individual project officers 
effectively used information, 
 it was usually through informal
networks. 
The services of CDIE were often overlooked;
 
e 
In general, although exposure to the services of CDIE has
increased, use 
-f CDIE resources remains 
limited.
stimulated 
and facilitated by a temporary 

When
 
duty visit,
however, mission personnel in several places responded to
CDIE marketing 
and produced a significant number of
requests for information or information-related technical
assistance. 
 At these times, there also was a
demonstrable 
tendency for missions to use this 
personal
visit 
to consider structural or procedural changes
concerning the improved use of mission information; and
 

• 
Mission libraries or their equivalents where they exist,
typically are 
 out of the mainstream 
 of mission
activities. 
 The person in charge of these facilities is
often 
not included in pxogram discussions and does 
 not
relevant cable or document traffic. of
 
see As a result
these 
and related factors, libraries are often poorly
used by mission personnel and are 
not responsive to
mission programming needs.
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The key resources for any mission director are people,
money, and information. Task order inquiries to date 
suggest,
however, that 
many mission directors display considerably more
recognition of the importance of the first two resources than 
of
the key role of information. Only by creating demand for information as a critical development resource will effective support be
given to the necessary mechanisms to ensure good information
content and flow. Thus, 
CDIE must address issues of both supply
and demand if it is to be a significant factor in the mission
 
information management equation.
 

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

ODIS Program Priorities
 

9 The primary 
focus during at least the inaugural two or
three years of any ODIS project should be on the

upgrading of the internal capacities of AID to promote
more 
effective use of available development information
 
resources in the support of its larger mandate. 
Although
programmatic outreach to developing country 
institutions
 
remains an important 
goal that should be pursued as
circumstances 
warrant, the challenges within AID itself
 
are sufficiently great that these activities should not
be allowed to divert the ODIS project from its important

first priority.
 

upgrading Mission Information Brokerage
 

o The mission-level development information 
 brokerage

function is distinct from, 
 and must be conceptually

separated from, traditional library functions. 
 Informa
tion brokerage 
means links to appropriate information

networks and an orientation tcward the marketing and

timely del-ivery of relevant information to those who need

it. This 
 is the b:sic concept that must undergird any

ODIS project implementation.
 

e Key mission-level clients for information support 
are

those staff responsible for strategy and program develop
ment. 
 In addition to the mission director, these staff

usually 
include the mission economist, project develop
ment officer, evaluation officer, and others 
 in the
 program office or its equivalent. ODIS project implementation should 
be geared to the interests and needs of
 
these people.
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* Improving the management and use of mission 
development
information 
 will normally require a staff person
specifically charged with the 
information brokerage
function. This 
person should be supervised by a program
or 
other officer with project development responsibilities. In some instances, 
 this officer might personally
fill the information brokerage function.
 

e 	Where mission conditions warrant, 
 local information
collections should be developed that are geared to specific mission strategic and project priorities. A dedicated
microcomputer 
with bibliographic index software such 
as
MicroDIS has the potential to be a space-saving and costeffective tool for local collection management.
 

Outreach
 

* The ODIS 
project should have a fundamental orientation
toward user services 
-- technical assistance, reference,
research, 
and outreach 
-- geared to a recognition of the
needs of various information users. 
 And potential users
should be prioritized, 
to ensure appropriate project

focus.
 

" 	ODIS and, subsequently, DIC staffs will need to launch an
effort to 
 inform mission perscnnel of the products
services that 
can be made available through CDIE 
and
 
and


ODIS.
 

" 
DIC staff need access to key mission personnel, important
planning documents, 

to 	

and relevant mission communications
fulfill outreach functions effectively at the local

level.
 

" Outreach 
in the mission context requires proactive DIC
leadership 
that will anticipate the information needs of
program and project staff, 
 and use a variety of AID and
non-AID information sources to acquire what is needed 
in
 
a timely fashion.
 

Training Section
 

e 	A human resource-centered approach to overseas 
information support places 
great importance on training 
and
motivation, especially for staff responsible for managing
the mission development information center 
(DIC). The
training 
focus should be on outreach, networking,
reference activities, and general user services.
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* It is equally important that key mission personnel 
 also
 are trained and motivated to make 
the most e.Lec'.ive'
possible 
use of available information resources. 
 This
training 
shzuld focus on usea: awareness, mechanisms to
 access information resources, 
 and the value of
information in improving the quality of AID's work.
 

CDIE Support to the Field
 

" 	Developing site-specific local information management
capacity, 
combined with an enhanced mission awareness of
the 
value of good information effectively used, represents the major contribution CDIE can make to good 
management and use of AID's institutional memory and other
development information resources in field-level project

design and implementation.
 

" 	Outreach 
in the CDIE contex requires anticipation of
mission needs through review of relevant program
documents (including country develnpment strategy
statement, annual budget submission, and action plan) and
participation 
 in mission program review ar,' other
meetings, and 
then preparation oi information packages
geared to key potential users such as mission 
economists
and project design and evaluation officers. Anticipatory

preparation of 
gencric materials of value 
to several
missions 
 pursuing simi.lar program objectives (for
example, design of 
 fragile lands management projects)

also can useful.
 

* 	Ke. factors 
in 	CDIE support to USAID missions iAclude
technical assistance; responsive, timely, and highquality document and research 
services; economic 
and
social data and analysis; technology transfer; servie
promotion; 
 and, in some areas,. regional information
 
management support.
 

• 	In the context of an ODIS focus 
 on local information
brokerage, CDIE assistance in data 
collection

analysis methodologies, 	

and
 
supported by the development of
economic 
 and social databases by the Evaluation


Applications and Statistical Analysis Division 
 (EASA),
should be designed to serve mission use of evaluation and
other information for project development.
 

CDIE should also strive to assist 
 uSAID n'ssions

indirectly through increased linkages with 
and direct
support to other AID/Washington offices, especially the
Bureau for Science and Technology and the Regional Bureau
offices of Technical Resources and Development Planning.
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Management Initiatives
 

" 
CDIE should anticipate a substantial increase in research
requests as result of ODIS 
initiatives.
a This will
require increased DI staff or 
 systems to establish
priorities 
and ration responses. Mission 
DICs should
play a role in filtering requests to ensure clarity 
 and
specificity and to reflect local priorities.
 
" 
A position classification scheme for mission DIC staff is
needed 
that is appropriate to the requirements of information brokerage and outreach, 
rather than the 
library
functions incorporated in Library of Congress and 
United
States 
 Information Service position classifications 


used in most missions. 
now
 

" Monitoring and evaluation criteria for ODIS 
activities
should include the number of active DICs 
 developed and
sustained, 
the number of field requests for information,
user evaluations of CDIE products, 
evidence of information use in mission project 
documents, and 
 successful

technolog- transfer.
 

" Priority should be given to 
preparation of DIC
a
procedures manual for USAID missions. 
This manual should
be 
designed in a form that allows for customization for
local circumstances and frequent modification.
 

* Arrangements should be made in the short term to 
 enable
follow-up on initiatives begun during ODIS 
pilot
work in Haiti, test
both to help consolidate progress already
made and 
to enable more rigorous evaluation of impact
than was possible during the pilot test time frame.
 

The ODIS Project
 

* Key factors in assessing the mission for
environment

development information acquisition and use include staff
(and training), information 
 resources, facilities,
budget, mission 
support, 
available technologies (and
capacity 
to use them), and access 
to local non-AID
information resources.
 

* CDIE management and ODIS project staff will need to
remain aware of Lne dual, 
 and sometimes ambivalent, role
that ODIS staff will be called on to play. 
This role is
simultaneously eftrepreneurial and ODIS
advocatorial.
project personnel will need 
tc be salespersons for
existing CDIE 
products and services to field 
missions,
advocates 
of change in those products and services 
 to
make them more responsive to field needs.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
 

The implementation plan for an ODIS project should 
address
the preceding recommendations. 
Major features include:
 

* The ODIS project should not 
be separated, either

functionally or substantively, 
from the operations of

PPC/CDIE/DI 
in order that ODIS functions ultimately be
folded 
into ongoing AID operations as a self-sustaining

and self-contained -'gram. 
 However, ODIS staff should be
separate from the jI Research and Reference staff so that

they 
will be able to serve as advocates for field needs
and for changes in all CDIE services to make these
 
services more responsive.
 

e 
 The project should be implemented in three phases over 
a
five-year period, using contracted services 
 for that
period. The 
project should be under the supervision of
CDIE/DI and work in close cooperation with other related
contracted services of that office (DIHF, 
Research and

Reference staff, etc.).
 

• The ODIS project should not be implemented as if it 
were
only a dissemination activity. Instead, it should focus

its energies and resources on developing local capacities
to acquire and manage information in USAID missions 
and
counterpart institutions. In addition, an essential
 
program 
component must be continuing efforts to 
 ensure
the 
best possible system responsiveness to existing
future development information needs. 

and
 
Thus, the ODIS
project will be involved in efforts improve
to the
relevance and responsiveness of CDIE products and
services, 
as well as to ensure effective use of the most
appropriate technologies for information management 
and
 

transfer.
 

e The 
larger context of ODIS implementation -- over which
the project will have relatively little control 
-- will
be critical to its success. Important issues include AID
policy initiatives to legitimate effective use of the AID
institutional memory, 
the ability of CDIE to respond 
to
the expected large increase in field demand for 
 its
information services, 
and AID support for the continuing
development and improvement of those services. 
 Although
control will reside outside 
the program, effective

implementation of ODIS activities should have some impact
on the evolution 
of relevant policies. Therefore,
notwithstanding the degree to which these factors may lie
beyond the 
direct control of the project, its success
should be measured, in part, 
by the degree of positive
change in 
 these policies (and their implementation)

during the life of the ODIS project.
 



CHAPTER ONE
 

INTRODUCTION
 

It is exquisitely difficult to make 
ordinary things
work well. It is exponentially more difficult to make
innovative things work at all in unstable environments,

.when the content and compass of the action cannot
reduced to technological means and consensually 

be
 
valued
ends. It is cosmically difficult ti make things work
well when the visions are vastly separated from the
ventures, by time, perspective, and understanding.
 

-- W. J. Siffin
 

The U.S. Agency for International Development faces a diffi
cult but 
vital task in putting to work the information that is
 
available to promote economic and social change and 
development.
 
Information is a critical resource for economic growth and 
 for
 
the empowerment of people, 
two key elements in the development
 
process. Indeed, information resources are as important to the
 
development process as any material or human resources 
that may

be employed. This is particularly true when uncertainty is 
 a
 
prime characteristic 
of the task at hand. To overcome the
 
enormous difficulty 
of making things happen requires that the
 
existence and availability of these resources be acknowledged and
 
understood. 
 This, in turn, requires appropriate information and
 
users of that information with openness
an 
 to learning.

Information 
 supply without demand is 
 a was'ted resource.
 
Information demand without supply is a wasted oppcrtunity.
 

For AID, 
the sheer quantity of available information is an
 
ironic impediment to that information's effective management 
and
 
use. As noted recently by W. 
Haven North, Associate Assistant
 
Administrator of AID's Center 
for Development Information and
 
Evaluation (CDIE), project designs are prepared, technologies are
 
employed, and implementation methods are used that do not reflect
 
AID's experience with what works and with what does 
not work.
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Thus, unsound projects are perpetuated (or even repeated), and
 
opportunities for responsible innovation are missed. 
 A lack of
 
knowledge 
on the part of responsible staff, as a result of 
the
 
inability or unwillingness to make approriate use 
 of relevant
 
information, is frequently 
the cause of these unnecesary and
 
costly project failures.
 

Effective development planning and implementation require an
 
informed awareness 
of the policy environment, combined with a
 
sensitive and detailed knowledge of local conditions, practices,
 
and 
needs. The role of information in creating this 
awareness
 
and knowledge includes:
 

9 Developing 
the knowledge to understand the results of
past initiatives and to clarify development issues;
 

* Providing decision 
makers with an understanding of the
options available to them and the likely impact of alter
native strategies;
 

• 
Building consensus among those who must implement change;
 

* 
Identifying and overcoming development constraints; and
 

* Increasing the capability of those persons or 
organiza
tions that must carry out solutions.
 

For effective 
management of development programs, infor
mation 
is needed before program implementation, when policy
 
options are 
considered and formulated, and while planning is
 
taking place; 
 during program implementation, to facilitate that
 
implementation 
at various levels and in different offices and
 
agencies; and after implementation, when data are 
needed to
 
evaluate program 
results in light of stated objectives and to
 
feed back information into the planning process.
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CDIE'S ROLE IN AID INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
 

AID has made a substantial investment in its 
 effort over
 
recent years to capture and maintain development experience
 
information. This institutional memory represents a resource of
 
major importance, incorporating lessons learned from a wide range
 
of development activities designed and implemented by the 
Agency
 
as 
well as relevant technical and analytic information from non-

AID sources. 
 Improving the effective use .of this information, in
 
part through its exchange between AID/Washington, AID's overseas
 
missions, 
and selected counterpart institutions in developing
 
countries is of central importance to AID in the continuing
 
fulfillment of its development support mandate.
 

This objective is incorporated in the goals of CDIE, 
which
 
serves AID missions, regional and technical bureaus, and central
 
AID management by:
 

* Promoting the application of lessons learned in 
program

planning and management, policy formulation, and project

development;
 

.* Increasing AID staff awareness and use 
of development

experience, and 
statistical and information 
resources;
 
and
 

* Acting as overall manager of the AID 
evaluation system
and as the central point for the development of evalua
tion guidance and other methodological materials.
 

Among the 
mandates of CDIE in fulfillment of these goals
 
are:

* Improving the 
quality of AID's development experience

information and intensifying its outreach, particularly

to missions and developing country institutions;
 

e Increasing 
the use of CDIE statistical and data management resources by providing technical assistance in data

collection and analysis methods; and
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Strengthening bureau 
and mission-level management of
AID's evaluation and development information resource
 
system.
 

Especially, to assist in formulating policies and guidelines
 
relating to more effective CDIE outreach to overseas missions and
 
counterpart institutions in developing countries, the Development
 
Information (DI) Division of CDIE, 
Bureau for Program and Policy
 
Coordination (PPC), 
 in late 1984 commissioned the design of 
a
 
strategy for implementing an Overseas 
Development Information
 
Support (ODIS) Project. The initial report of that design 
task
 
("A Strategy Paper for the 
Overseas Development Information
 
Support Project," Developmeac Alternatives, Inc., January 1985)
 
examined potentials for and constraints to more effective use of
 
relevant development information by USAID staff and 
host-country
 
counterparts. It also recommended a set of activities designed to
 
use AID's institutional memory and other 
relevant development
 
information resources to 
improve USAID mission capacities to
 
design, 
manage, and evaluate projects and to provide information
 
management support to host country counterpart institutions.
 

SUMMARY OF STRATEGY PROPOSALS
 

Several major 
points were emphasized in the proposed 
ODIS
 
strategy. 
These include the following:
 

* To Te responsive to existing mandates 
that AID make
effective use of the knowledge gleaned from its own prior
experience, the Agency must 
 distinquish between
developing an information base of 
AID-related material

and the broader task of supporting, in a diverse set of
overseas situations, the effective dissemination, management, and use of appropriate development information. The
focus of the ODIS project should be on the 
 latter man
date.
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e Developing site-specific local information resources 
(or
the capacity to obtain them) represents the major contribution that 
AID can make to the effective use of its

institutional memory in project design and 
management.
Effective use of information in the field depends on 
the
ability to identify and obtain needed materials in timely
fashion through a variety of development resource
 
channels.
 

* Therefore, 
an ODIS project should not have the objective
of transferring the archived institutional memory of AID
to overseas 
 sites except selectively, in response to
expressions of justifiable need by missions 
and after

appropriate information management capabilities have been
established. 
Instead, project activities should focus on
enhancing site-specific capacities to access, manage, and
 use appropriate development information more 
effectively
(in part through effective interaction with CDIE
 
resources in AID/Washington), and on 
 increasing USAID
mission use of the development information 
resources

currently or potentially available to them.
 

Based on these assumptions, the proposed 
ODIS strategy
 
emphasized 
the role of USAID missions in information management
 
and of appropriate units within AID/Washington in providing
 
relevant support, assistance, and response to mission needs. The
 
strategy had three major elements:
 

" Orientation 
toward user services -- that is, reference,

research, 
and outreach -- geared to a recognition of the
diverse needs of various information users. Examples of
 
these needs include:
 

Determination of 
whether comparable projects have

succeeded, languished, or failed, and why,
 

Help for developing 
 analytic methodologies,

especially evaluation,
 

-- Improved awareness of relevant scientific and
 
technical advances, and
 

Development of improved implementation and problem
solving strategies;
 

" 
Emphasis on effective collection, cataloging, indexing,
dissemination, and use of locally relevant materials; and
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9 Provision 
of automated, easy-to-use index access to a
broad range of development information and materials from
AID sources, as 
well as other relevant development or
technical 
 information 
data bases, plus appropriate
capabilities 
to transmit 
selected materials to sites
requesting them.
 

Within this context, 
the ODIS strategy paper suggested that

the primary support roles of 
 relevant AID/Washington units,
 
exercised largely through PPC/CDIE/DI, should include:
 

• Responding 
quickly and appropriately to 
 field requests
for processed information or documents;
 

e Broadening the 
range of bibliographic index 
content
accessible 
through both PPC/CDIE 
and field mission
 
computers;
 

* Providing 
technical assistance to information management
initiatives 
in missions and, 
by extension, 
to host
country counterparts through appropriate mission development assistance programs; and
 
e Developing 
or adapting improved technologies for 
automated information access and management in the field.
 

Based on these guidelines, the strategy paper recommended an

implementation plan 
for a five-year ODIS project 
managed from
 
within CDIE/DI 
to improve the exchange of development-related
 
information between AID/Washington, 
USAID missions, and selected
 
counterpart institutions in developing countries.
 

PURPOSE AND BOUNDARIES OF THIS TASK ORDER
 

To test and evaluate further the assumptions and recommenda
tions contained in the strategy paper summarized above, a follow
up pilot project was planned and implemented to examine 
through

limited testing at USAID mission (Haiti), the operational impli
cations of the proposed strategy and to set in motion 
selected
 
activities 
 critical to broader understanding and implementation
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of 	that strategy. This report assesses the results of those 
and
 
modest subsequent initiatives (to be outlined below), and
 
suggests additional key elements required for long-term implemen
tation of the ODIS project.
 

l fulfill this objective, the task order plan was 
divided
 
into three phases:
 

e 
USAID field mission profile and needs assessment;
 

* 
USAID field mission support initiatives; and
 

• 	Testing, cssessing, and evaluating of material, systems,
services, and guidelines supplied to the mission through

the pilot activities.
 

Issues of support to host-country institutions 
were not
 
addressed in the second task order except as a by-product of work
 
with the mission. In addition, although the initial 
strategy
 
report defined certain broad policy issues related to information
 
use within AID, 
the focus of this pilot project was on more
 
micro-level concerns 
of 	improving information support the
to 

field. This does not lessen the need for or impcrtance of a clear
 
AID policy statement that establishes the parameters of AID's
 
interest in effective information use and the 
role of AID's
 
development information 
system as a management resource. 
 The
 
field inquiries 
under this task order suggested a range of
 
refinements to the original strategy report recommendations, and
 
these are summarized in this report. 
 In particular, there is a
 
need for clear incentives that promote the demonstrated use of
 
lessons learned in program and policy development, design, and
 
approval processes both in AID/Washington and the field.
 

Certain modifications were made in the 
 task order plan

during the 
course of its implementation. Of these, the most
 
important was 
to incorporate limited information needs 
assess
ments of USAID missions other than Haiti in order to 
 consider
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different scenarios 
for potential AID/Washington information
 
support. To this end, 
members of the study team visited USAID
 
missions in the Dominican Republic, Indonesia, the Philippines,
 
and Thailand. The experience of several CDIE staff during
 
temporary 
duty (TDY) at USAID missions in Egypt, Honduras,
 
Barbados, 
and at REDSO/West Africa also was incorporated through
 
review of 
their field reports and through a workshop that was
 
conducted 
 to discuss findings and their implications for
 
AID/Washington support options.
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CHAPTER TWO
 

TASK ORDER ACTIVITIES
 

Major activities conducted in the course of the task 
order
 
are reviewed below. Because this sequence of activities was based
 
on the strategies developed in the original 
 study, they are
 
important as 
a prototype for the kind of support initiatives that
 
an ODIS project could implement more widely in USAID missions.
 

FIELD MISSION PROFILE AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT
 

Prior to the first Haiti field trip, the study team reviewed
 
USAID/Haiti 
program documents to prepare a preliminary country
 
program profile (see Annex 2). 
 Documents used for this 
purpose
 
included the FY 
1986 Country Development Strategy Statement
 
(CDSS), Annual Budget Submission (ABS), and Congressional Presen
tation as well as the more recent FY 1986.-87 mission Action Plan.
 
Focus was placed 
on new or emerging programs and projects in
 
priority areas. Based 
on the program profile, an outline of
 
specific potential information support categories was 
developed,
 
and a set of sample information products available through 
the
 
services of DI was prepared. The primary purpose of this exercise
 
was to test the extent to which it might 
be possible, from
 
AID/Washington, 
to develop an accurate country profile as the
 
basis for anticipating high-priority country-specific information
 
needs.
 

During the eight-day visit to the Haiti mission, 
the study
 
team 
checked the validity of the tentative program profile 
and
 
obtained reactions 
to the sample information sets to determine
 
preferences for information product type and packaging. 
In addi
tion, the study team explored in depth with mission staff issues
 
such as the:
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* Availability and use of mission information;
 

* Level of mission support and 
resources available 
for
development information management and dissemination; and
 
e Particular 
information needs and service requirements of
mission 
staff that could be served by the research,
reterence, 
and database resources of AID/Washington, and


in particular, CDIE/DI.
 

In the course of the field work, 
a particular focus evolved
 
on augmenting the role of the existing mission "library" and its
 
manager 
into a more proactive and outreach-oriented information
 
resource 
for the mission and the Haitian development community.

The findings that 
led to this focus are discussed in later
 
sections of this report.
 

FIELD MISSION INFORMATION SUPPORT INITIATIVES
 

In response to the findings of the 
needs assessment 
at
 
USAID/Haiti, a 
series of information management initiatives was
 
set in motion to facilitate the improved availability and use 
of
 
development information. These initiatives centered on transfor
mation 
of the existing mission library into a development infor-.
 
mation center (DIC), 
 capable of effectively supporting 
mission
 
information needs. 
 Specific recommendations 
to USAID/Haiti
 
included:
 

* Establishing 
the DIC as a central service point within
the mission for 
DI and other AID and many non-AID
information 
products and services, and upgrading of the
DIC 
director to play a proactive information brokerage
role between USAID/Haiti and the information resources of

AID/Washington;
 

* Enlarging 
the role of the mission executive officer
(administratively responsible for the DIC in USAID/Haiti)
in providing direction and supervision to DIC staff and
in representing information 
management needs

interests to mission management; 

and
 



" Involving DIC 
staff in program awareness activities to
enhance staff responsiveness to mission 
 needs.
Suggested activities included the inclusion of DIC 
staff
in project status review 
 and other program-related

meetings and the integration of DIC staff into the 
 flow
and reports or cables regarding project and evaluation

schedules or other studies to be performed;
 

" 
Initiating a variety of outreach activities from the DIC,
including promotion of awareness of DIC 
products and
services; orientation services for new direct-hire staff,
contractors, and other personnel arriving at the mission
for program-related functions; 
 and targeted circulation
of new reports and publications to specific mission divi
sions or staff;
 

" Motivating 
the DIC director to begin creating an 
 awareness of, and therefore demand for, 
 relevant development

information products 
 and services among mission
 
personnel.
 

* Upgrading the shelf collection in 
 the DIC including

deselection 
of irrelevant or inappropriate materials
combined with more active acquisition of needed materials

from AID and from other in-country donors; and
 

* Establishing 
a DIC budget to support such initiatives as
staff augmentation and training, collection upgrading,

and eventual acquisition of appropriate information
 
technologies such as a microcomputer.
 

COMPLEMENTARY CDIE ACTIVITIES
 

In conjunction with the USAID/Hait pilot 
project, several
 
important activities 
of CDIE continued in a supporting vein.
 
These activities, 
which were closely integrated with task order
 
implementation, included:
 

a Providing a week 
of on-site training in information
 
management and library operations for the DIC 
director.
This 
training was designed as an opportunity to develop
an 
 action plan and budget for the first year's operation
of the DIC. 
A report of the training TDY is contained in
Annex 3, and the DIC Action Plan is in Annex 4;
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* Developing the MicroDIS software 
program for microcomputer-based 
 access to bibliographic information;
(Although not available for full implementation in Haiti
during this pilot test, the software was demonstrated and
evaluated to 
 show mission staff the potentials of this
technology for enhancing field access to 
both bibliographic information and textual material;
 

* Processing responses to 
the more than 25 specific
information requests that 
were received 
from mission
staff as a direct result of ODIS pilot 
project activities; 
see Annex 5 for a list of these requests;
 

* Preparing other information products for 
the mission,
based on the program profile 
and information gained
during 
the first field visit. These included a 48-page
booklet providing general 
background information and
Haiti-specific examples cf CDIE products, 
resources, and
services, as well as a variety of more detailed printouts
of subject-specific database searches.
 

e Preparing and demonstrating by CDIE and the 
Evaluation
Applications and Statistical Analysis Division 
 (EASA)
various microcomputer-readable 
 economic and social

database products for Haiti;
 

e Preparing a comprehensive CDIE capabilities and 
services
 summary as 
 a tool to inform mission staff of available

information resources from this source;
 

* Beginning thA preparation of a DIC manual, including such
content as 
 suggested job descriptions for 
DIC staff,
outreach strategies, collection management 
techniques,
and available information resources; and
 

a Sending a letter 
from CDIE to all USAID missions

requesting comment on major elements of the original ODIS
strategy paper. 
 Several responses had been received 
as
of this writing, 
and comments are incorporated into the
report. 

the 

The dominant themes of mission responses were
need for technical assistance in various aspects 
of
information management capability and for timely response

to mission-level information requests.
 

None of these supportive CDIE activities is new or unique to
 
this task order. 
Most are ongoing CDIE functions. However, the
 
ODIS 
pilot project provided an opportunity to focus the range of
 
CDIE support resources on a particular mission in a 
coordinated
 
manner.
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TEMPORARY DUTY WORKSHOP
 

As part of the task order scope of work, a workshop was held
 
for CDIE personnel who had taken recent TDY field trips to USAID
 
missions 
to 	perform needs assessments or market 
CDIE services.
 
The purpose of the workshop 
was to explore how differing

scenarios of information acquisition, management, and use 
in
 
USA D missions relate 
to appropriate AID/Washington support
 
options.
 

Reports 
of visits to Honduras, REDSO/West Africa, Egypt,

Barbados, and the Dominican Republic as well 
as Haiti were
 
presented. 
Several common themes emerged, which are reported in
 
Chapter Three. Discussion in the workshop focused on the role of
 
development information 
in 	mission-level decision an
making, 

issue of growing importance in view of trends toward 
decentrali
zation in AID.
 

In the framework of the micro-level focus of the 
mission
 
reports, several 
broader 
policy points were emphasized in the
 
ensuing comments. In particular, it was noted that:
 

e 	AID has no clear development in-ormation management
policy and no framework within which missions can develop
policies for information needs, management, and use;
 

* 	Management decisions are needed from top 
levels of
mission leadership that information is important,
particularly the feedback link between 
evaluation and
 
design (or redesign); and
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* Information content is the key issue, 
 that is, how does
information contribute to learning at the mission level.
This is particularly important in of
an environment
decentralization, 
where decision responsibility in the
field is greatly increased and where a reduction in staff
levels is perceived as requiring fewer AID
to professionals
do more with less in a real-time environment. This
situation allows little time to 
anticipate needs, to
screen 
 larger volumes of information 
for relevant
materials, or 
to reflect on the information once it has
been identified and is available.
 

Workshop findings were 
consistent with the 
 analysis

contained in the first ODIS strategy report with regard to policy

issues 
and to the kinds of actual CDIE support to missions that
 
is needed. It was particularly evident that, 
whatever the state
 
of development of a mission library, 
use of that resource fell
 
far below potential, as did opportunities for the current 
services of CDIE to be effectively integrated with mission 
information needs. 

ASSESSMENT OF NEW INITIATIVES
 

* Important objectives of the task order were to evaluate 
the
 
impact 
of initiatives undertaken to improve development informa
tion management and use in USAID/.faiti and to explore 
implica
tions of the pilot test for a longer-term ODIS program strategy.

It 
 proved difficult to evaluate meaningful change in patterns of
 
information use in USAID/Haiti or even to assess the systems 
and
 
services provided 
within the short time span of the 
pilot

project. Thus, 
 in Haiti it will be important for CDIE to assess
 
further 
the role of the mission DIC, 
changes in information use
 
by mission staff, 
 and the impact of these changes on the work of
 
the mission over a longer time period.
 

During the second task order visit to Haiti, 
 an attempt was
 
made to assess systematically the reactions to new DIC 
services
 
and to the responses provided by DIC to 
 specific information
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requests subsequent to the first visit. (See Annex 6 for 
the
 
evaluation form 
used for this latter purpose.) Reactions 
were
 
also obtained to certain economic and social data 
provided by

CDIE/EASA and to the MicroDIS software package in its 
 state of
 
development at that time. 
Nearly all of those interviewed felt
 
that the information products provided by DI 
 were thoughtful,
 
responsive, 
and better than expected. Expectations of potential
 
use of the materials were high. While these 
reactions are
 
encouraging, they 
do not provide guarantees of actual use of
 
these resources or evidence that this use will lead to 
improved
 
program design, implementation, or evaluation at the 
mission
 
level.
 

As part of 
 the assessment, consideration was given to
 
criteria by 
which CDIE can evaluate the impact of its services
 
over time. These criteria are discussed later in this report.
 

EXPLORATION OF OTHER MISSION SCENARIOS
 

Based on a combination of the original strategy, the mission
 
needs assessment, and an analysis of the prevailing circumstances
 
at 
 the time of the first study team visit to the mission, the
 
focus of implementation in USAID/Haiti was on targeted 
technical
 
assistance and training to help the mission library become a more
 
proactive, user-service DIC. 
 In other words, the focus was on
 
the creation and improvement of 
local mission capacity to
 
collect, organize, and manage information. This was consistent
 
with the underlying assumption of the original 
strategy that,
 
although the particular 
nature of the assistance needed by

missions will vary, 
one common thread is the need for an active
 
DI support role for the manager of 
the information resources
 
facility (with or 
without an actual library) and for the key

function of outreach to mission staff 
and the host country
 
development community.
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It was assumed that this scenario would be common among

USAID missions but that there could be cases 
-- where there is no
 
physical collection or, conversely, 
where the local information
 
center is well developed and managed 
-- when a 
more systems
oriented 
strategy may be appropriate. 
 At the same time, the
 
possibility existed 
that different scenarios would 
be more
 
appropriate under different mission configurations.
 

To address 
the varying ODIS requirements of alternative 
USAID
 
mission scenarios, the 
task order therefore 
was modified to
 
incorporate learning 
 from needs assessments in missions 
other
 
than Haiti. To do this, 
the study team visited the Dominican
 
Republic in conjunction with the second Haiti 
trip, and then
 
visited Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand in 
 connection
 
with unrelated travel 
 for other projects. There was also
 
opportunity 
to speak with the director of the REDSO/East Africa
 
DIC while she was in Washington. Findings from 
these direct
 
contacts and from CDIE staff travel to Egypt, Barbados, Honduras,
 
and REDSO/West 
Africa are incorporated into 
the findings and
 
Xecommendations of this report.
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CHAPTER THREE
 

MAJOR FINDINGS
 

Based on task order implementation in USAID/Haiti, visits to
 
other missions to assess development information needs, and other
 
activities summarized in this report, 
the following key findings
 
emerged.
 

MISSION INFORMATION NEEDS AND USE
 

There is broad recognition within AID, and especially in
 
USAID missions, that good information, well used, could be a
 
major asset in the accomplishment of the AID's development objec
tives. Moreover, 
there would appear to be general receptivity,
 
at least tacitly, 
to efforts to improve AID's capacity to opti
mize the value of this 
resource to its planning, design,
 
implementation, and evaluation efforts.
 

Under these circumstances, 
 in view of trends toward
 
decentralization 
to USAID missions of authority for project
 
approval and other matters, it would be expected that information
 
demand would be increasing. In fact, however, the initial
 
reaction of the majority of USAID direct hire staff 
interviewed
 
in Haiti and other missions leads to the conclusion that in real,
 
operational, terms, 
 there is no ground swell of demand for any
 
major centrally operated information initiative to make available
 
to USAID personnel more of AID's institutional memory. This
 
unenthusiastic 
initial reaction is not universal, however, and
 
many within AID, including those who are reasonably effective
 
users of the information available to them, 
approach this issue
 
as strong supporters of improved 
 development information
 
dissemination and management. 
 But among the skeptical majority,
 
the common initial reation fell into three categories:
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e 
AID staff are already too busy with their current bureaucratic and management workloads 
to deal with additional paperwork. This is felt to be increasingly true as
USAID personnel are asked to do more with less;
 
* 
They feel that they suffer from information overload from
all the cables, 
 reports, documents, and other materials
they already receive, 
 and thus additional information,
irrespective of its potential relevance or value, is seen
by many only as additional paperwork with which they need
 

to somehow deal; and
 

& They 
feel they already have access to sources for 
whatever information they need to carry out their jobs.
 

Under these circumstances, 
the initial reaction typically
 
was 
that many regular AID personnel would have difficulty making

effective use of the products of any ODIS 
 initiative. Instead,

it was felt that such information would be more 
 important for
 
consultants, who 
are seen as having more time and greater need,
 
or for host-country counterparts, 
who also are felt to have more
 
need for better information.
 

Thus, 
there currently exists a limited appreciation either
 
of the potential for appropriate information to assist AID direct
 
hires 
to do their jobs better or of the power of better informa
tion to improve program performance. Instead, there appears to
 
be an element of cynicism, apparently conditioned largely by the
 
circumstances in which many overseas staff find themselves 
working, regarding the general value of more info,.'mation for 
whatever purpose. 

When mission staff reflected more deeply on 
this matter
 
during subsequent questioning, however, the overwhelming majority

eventually cited areas in which they, in fact, felt they did have
 
important 
and specific information needs that were not 
met by

existing channels. Examples include:
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* An institutional memory within the mission, 
a resource

lacking in most cases as a result of rapid staff turnover

and the absence of any comprehensive written record;
 

o Project-specific 
data to facilitate an understanding of
the historic evolution of particu.ar projects, both to
improve current implementation and to assist in the

design of comparable efforts;
 

• Evaluations, for
both their own sake and to provide
information about 
 the individuals and firms 
 that
 
conducted these studies;
 

a Technical information to assist project 
 implementation

and, most often, to prevent the re-invention of wheels in
the evaluation of new proposals or the 
design of new
 
projects; and
 

e Summaries of 
lessons learned to help in preparation of
project identification documents (PID), 
 project papers
(PP), ABSs, CDSSs, and other program or project
documents, 
to produce sounder documents and to promote
their saleability through the approval process.
 

Thus, the perspective 
that emerged is that a valuable
 
service 
 can be offered if, appropriate information can be
 
selectively provided in response to specific needs, 
to the right

people, and 
in timely fashion. There currently is, however,
 
little awareness of the extent to 
which capabilities are
 
available (or could be developed) within AID that could 
provide
 
this improved, focused, 
and responsive information. Prior to
 
visits from persons representing CDIE, 
the services available
 
through 
CDIE/DI were, with few exceptions, 
largely unknown to
 
mission staff. 
Even mission librarians or their equivalent were
 
often 
unaware of the range of available services or facilities,
 
or of how to access them.
 

Even in those instances when the CDIE/DI services were known
 
(usually to personnel 
 who had spent time recently in
 
AID/Washington), a significant level of cynicism 
exists, often
 
based on prior experience in using the facility, 
regarding
 
AID/Washington's capacity 
to be responsive to USAID mission
 

http:particu.ar


information needs. 
 In many cases this is unjustified, based on
 
unsatisfactory experiences from an earlier period in the 
evolu
tion of DI, 
 when its response capacity was far lower than is now
 
the case. 
 Clearly, CDIE continues to be faced with a 
major
 
marketing challenge.
 

STATUS OF MISSION INFORMATTON SERVICES
 

Findings in USAID/Haiti and elsewhere as observed in 
 field
 
visits or reported in the TDY workshop indicated that:
 

" 
No 	mission observed during this task order implementation
had a planned, organized strategy 
 to 	ensure that
appropriate information 
Lifluenced project 
design or

implementation;
 

" 	To the extent that individual project officers effectively used information, 
it 	was usually through informal
networks. 
The services of CDIE were often overlooked.
 
" 
In 	general, although exposure to the services of CDIE has
increased, use of CDIE resources remains limited. Some of
that exposure, and in particular the cables and letters
that CDIE has sent to the field explaining the services
it can provide, does not appear to have been effective: a
common field reaction to this marketing is that it merely
constitutes 
more paperwork that does not 
get properly
circulated, read, 
 or internalized 
in the thought
processes of mission staff.
 

When stimulated and facilitated by a TDY visit, 
however,
mission personnel 
 in 	several places responded to CDIE
marketing 
and produced a significant number of 
requests
for information 
 or information-related 
 technical
assistance 
At 	such times, 
there also was a demonstrable
tendency for 
missions to use such a personal visit to
consider structural or procedural changes concerned

improving mission information utilization.	 

with
 

" The quality of staff, facilities, and collections in
mission information 
centers varied greatly, although
rarely were all 
 three adequate (USAID/Egypt 
was one
notable exception. 
 Others might exist elsewhere -possibly REDSO/East Africa and 
 REDSO/West Africa,
although 
inquiries by the study team were inadequate to
enable such a generalization at this time). 
 The typical
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mission library 
is a repository for largely 
unwanted
documents, rather 
than a service-oriented 
information
center. 
These libraries generally are accorded low value
(and receive little use) by their 
potential mission
users. They 
are usually in a position that is marginal
relative to important flows of 
 information. They are
highly vulnerable to mission pressures to cut budgets or
obtair space for other purposes. There is no evidence to
suggest that, 
 in 	the absence of new perspectives on the
utility and value 
of information 
as an important

resource, this situation will change.
 

* 	The availability 
 of information technologies

as microfiche, computers 	

such
 
(or terminals), and telecommunications 
in mission information 
centers varied
greatly. 
In 	no case were they effectively used. In most
cases, 
they did not exist at all, although there was 
a
acknowledgment 
 (and reportedly a growing awareness) that
computers and telecommunications were becoming 
available
and, if properly applied, could lead 
to significant
improvements. No such sympathy exists for microfiche.
 

" 	There is no common understanding among information
centers in USAID missions concerning collection policies,
a 	standardized 
data accessing vocabulary, or other
standard information management practices. 
 Many USAID
information centers express the need for 
guidance and
assistance from AID/Washington on these matters to 
help
them better organize their own activities and operations,
and regret that this assistance has not been forthcoming.
 

" 	Levels of mission 
support for information centers as
meazured by budget, staffing, and use generally
were 
poor. To the extent that these centers played any
meaningful role 
in 	the flow of development information
within the mission, it was usually because 
 this
information was 
viewed as important by the mission
director or another senior staff person with the clout to
protect the center's space and staff from 0 & E 
budget
tightening, or 
because of the presence in the mission
library or DIC of an effective outreach-oriented informa
tion resource person.
 

* 	 An appreciation of the potential role of a mission
information center as a point of information outreach and
brokerage (as distinct 
 from a static collection) was
limited, even among the advocates of improved information
 use. 
 Until the ODIS intervention in Haiti, for example,
there 
was no case where the information center 
director
or other mission officer (for example, an evaluation or
project design officer) had been given the role of anticipating information needs and 
proactively delivering
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useful information products to potential users. 
However,
among some missions (Indonesia, for example, and to 
a
lesser extent the Dominican Republic), there were positive memories or times, 
under earlier staff configurations, when mission information centers were seen to be

playing such roles.
 

In general, mission libraries or their 
equivalents, where
 
they exist, are out of the mainstream of mission activities. The
 
person in charge of development information is often not included
 
in program discussions and does not see relevant cable or 
docu
ment traffic. As a result of these and related factors, libraries
 
are often poorly used by mission personnel and are not responsive
 
to mission programming needs. 
 In some missions, in fact,

libraries are viewed as warehousing operations -- dumping grounds

for documents 
for which there is no perceived immediate need.
 
Staff members retain documents or other information they consider
 
important 
 shelves in their own offices, where
on other staff
 
members frequently 
do not have ready access and where these
 
materials too frequently are lost to the mission whenever 
this
 
officer 
leaves the post for another assignment. All of these
 
factors contribute to a situation where there often are lapses in
 
a mission's internal information flow that result 
in negative
 
program impact.
 

The mission 
library in Haiti was typical in this regard.

Prior 
to the ODIS pilot project intervention, the library was a
 
stand-alone operation without 
 budget, supervision, strong

support, clear objectives, or integration into ongoing mission
 
activities. As such, 
it was commonly ignored by mission 
staff,
 
despite 
having what was regarded as the best development collec
tion in Haiti. 
 It occupied space and frequently provided service
 
to a wide range of non-AID customers, 
but it did not serve any

clearly articulated purpose or role within the mission structure.
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MECHANISMS FOR LOCAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
 

There are two diverging perspectives on the issue of how AID
 
might best address issues 
of using development information
 
resources more effectively in the USAID 
mission context. Some
 
observers 
argue that a focus on mission information centers, 
 or
 
the particular staff who manag4 these centers, is not enough. The
 
key -is how information is used. 
 From this perspective, any
 
strategy must 
address the information needs of 
mission-level
 
program economists, evaluation officers, and project 
design

officers, 
who should be the main users of lessons learned. The
 
challenge is to understand what is needed sufficiently well to be
 
able to provide it, 
 and then to understand the mechanisms for
 
most effectively reaching these key personnel.
 

Others maintain that, 
to forge effective information links
 
to key information users, there must be effective interaction and
 
that this brokerage role is what makes 
a mission information
 
center director (with 
or without a library) the key person for
 
CDIE attention. 
 In this context, training and technical
 
assistance for 
this person, especially in areas 
 of outreach,
 
become a critical CDIE input.
 

Both groups are right. 
Improving local information manage
ment is an issue of:
 

's Policy initiatives that influence incentives 
for those
mission 
staff who should take leadership in effective
 
information use; and
 

* 	Management initiatives in CDIE that optimize what can be
accomplished within the existing policy environment.
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The focus of this task order was on the latter issue, that
 
is, given the current ambiguous policy environment regarding
 
development information use, what can be done to upgrade informa
tion quality and create demand for its use? 
 The key to this
 
effort is a basic orientation toward information brokerage, 
 that
 
is, an informed awareness of the potential power of good informa
tion made available in timely fashion to clients who 
can make
 
good use of it. In addition to an outreach or service 
orienta
tion, and 
good knowledge regarding locations of information and
 
the means 
 for accessing it, this orientation also requires a
 
healthy element of information entrepreneurship, inclination
an 

and a willingness to take initiatives to seek markets for
 
information and to then provide relevant services.
 

At the mission level, the brokerage function could, in
 
theory, 
be performed by a design officer, an evaluation officer,
 
a program officer, or a combination of these staff. 
In reality,

however, mission staff shortages make it unlikely that 
any of
 
these 
persons can devote the time necessary to get the job done.
 
More appropriately, 
one of these staff may be given supervisory
 
responsibility for a contract-hire, specifically charged with the
 
information brokerage function. 
This person should have develop
ment credentials and the skills to market and promote information
 
services. Library 
skills are a good asset but are likely to be
 
less essential.
 

At present, it is uncommon to find even the supervisory task
 
taken 
seriously or performed effectively. The lip service given
 
to the importance of information must be translated into specific
 
mechanisms that can be implemented, linking the significant
 
resources of CDIE more effectively to mission personnel. 
This is
 
the primary task of an ODIS project. The Haiti experience gives
 
promise that it can be done.
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MISSION RELATIONSHIPS WITH AID/WASHINGTON
 
INFORMATION RESOURCES
 

The key resources for any mission director are people,
 
money, and information. Task order enquiries to date 
suggest,
 
however, that 
many mission directors display considerably more
 
recognition of the importance of the first two resources than 
of
 
the key role of information. Only by creating demand for informa
tion:as a critical development resource will effective support be
 
given to the 
necessary mechanisms to ensure good information
 
content and flow. Thus, 
CDIE must address issues of supply and
 
demand if it is to be a significant factor in the mission 
infor
mation management equation.
 

The potential of CDIE to provide program-relevant informa
tion services is not widely recognized among AID personnel in
 
overseas missions. 
 Many of these staff do not perceive how CDIE
 
products 
and services can sufficiently assist them 
in the
 
performance of their immediate duties to merit the 
effort of
 
calling upon them. 
Field staff more often resort to their own
 
infozmation sources in AID/Washington than either tc a 
mission
 
information center or to CDIE. 
Aside from factors noted above,
 
this is usually a result of past contact with known sources, such
 
as the USDA Technical Inquiry Service, friends in AID/Washington,
 
or bureau personnel, 
 or of negative perceptions concerning
 
CDIE/DI services and facilities. 
This pattern circumvents the
 
structures 
 of mission libraries or CDIE, although 
 these.
 
structures 
now could often provide better service. This bypass
 
tendency works against rational information management within 
a
 
mission. It 
 also does not enable systematic exploration of the
 
full range of resources available through AID.
 

It is clear that in implementing an ODIS project, either on
 
a pilot basis as 
in Haiti or, later, worldwide, AID/Washington
 
should undertake a promotional (marketing) program 
among USAID
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missions regarding the resources that are available and the means
 
to access them. 
 This marketing can be accomplished only through

personalized presentations in the field. 
 Concurrently, it will
 
be essential 
to evaluate the relevance to mission needs of 
the
 
products and services 
of DI and other AID sources and to
 
reinforce 
ongoing efforts to improve these resources. In the
 
immediate 
aftermath of the pilot-project visits to 
USAID/Haiti,
 
more than 25 information requests were sent 
to DI. In the
 
following few weeks, 
more than 10 more were received, one-half
 
from those 
who had requested information earlier 
and one-half
 
from new users stimulated by their colleagues and the DIC 
 staff.
 
It 
 is important to note that the DIC Director at USAID/Haiti has
 
recently reported that these new users within the 
mission have
 
become 
active, and vocal, supporters of the ODIS initiatives
 
undertaken within 
the context of work
this order. This
 
information helps verify an important thesis of this report: that
 
good services provided via the intermediation of an effective DIC
 
manager can 
create their 
own constituency of active 
 and
 
supportive information users. A similar pattern could 
easily

have been repeated in all the other missions visited by the study

team and in fact probably would have been if it had not been for
 
the expressed concern 
of DI research and reference staff
 
regarding that unit's capacity (during its current reorganization
 
under a new contracting mechanism) 
to process properly the
 
exponential increase in service demand that would have resulted.
 

This experience suggests that efforts of this sort can have
 
a major impact on use of CDIE services by mission staff, provided

that the services and products provided do, 
 in fact, serve real
 
mission needs.
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CHAPTER FOUR
 

MAJOR ISSUES
 

From the findings reported in Chapter Three, several issues
 
emerge as particularly significant for the design of 
 an ODIS
 
initiative. These issues, especially as they suggest modifica
tions in the original strategy, are discussed in this 
 section.
 
Not explored 
here in any detail are issues relating to
 
programmatic outreach of ODIS initiatives to developing country
 
institutions. 
 Although this matter was incorporated in the
 
original strategy paper, it was explicitly omitted from current
 
task order activities to enable a concentration on what was seen
 
as the 
higher priority task of ensuring effective development
 
information management practices and procedures 
within AID
 
itself.
 

,The 
activities undertaken during the implementation of the
 
current 
task order confirm the appropriateness of this approach.
 
The challenges to be faced in inaugurating effective 
overseas
 
deveiopment information support to USAID 
 missions are
 
sufficiently 
difficult that any major diversion of resources 
or
 
attention 
to other matters could undermine the potential for
 
success 
in achieving the project's primary objectives. This is
 
not to suggest that the eventual provision of ODIS initiatives to
 
developing country institutions should be dropped as 
 a project
 
objective, but those
that activities should be temporarily
 
deferred to later stages of implementation. Ancilliary activities
 
in support of this approach could, of 
 course, by undertaken
 
concurrent with activities focusing on USAID missions, 
provided
 
that they did not detract from the project's initial primary
 
objective. This perspective is incorporated into the remaining
 
sections of this report.
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DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION CENTER FACILITIES
 
VERSUS LIBRARIES
 

Experience from 
the ODIS pilot project in Haiti and from
 
observations 
elsewhere has underlined the importance of under
standing the mission-level information brokerage 
function as
 
something distinct from'the traditional mission library.
 

As an oversimplification, 
USAID mission libraries have been
 
viewed in large part as warehousing operations, that is, reposi
tories of documents for which no one has any immediate 
use, but
 
to which someone might ultimately want to refer. 
Useful informa
tion usually is retained in individual offices. 
 The concept of
 
development information brokerage, 
however, suggests a different
 
set of concepts and practices. Based on the idea that 
informa
tion in the USAID mission context has value only to the 
extent
 
that it 
 can be used when it is needed, the brokerage concept
 
identifies requirements for proactive 
outreach activities to
 
ascertain 
real needs, information accessing capabilities to
 
enable timely identification and retrieval of pertinent
 
materials, and a timely dissemination capacity.
 

Information in this context could almost be considered to be
 
disposable, that is, once 
 it has been used for its intended
 
purpose, its value would already have been realized and therefore
 
there 
might be only marginal cost efficiencies in warehousing it
 
in any conventional hard-copy mission-based library facility.
 
Properly managed, however, this information might (depending on
 
its perceived importance and the ways in which it was 
generated)
 
be machine retrievable from computer storage, either through
 
centralized facilities or, in certain cases, 
mission-generated
 
and -maintained data bases. 
 These data management technologies
 
are well understood, and therefore can reasonably be incorporated
 
into ODIS implementation plans.
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Thus, 
a mission DIC may or may not have a hard-copy collec
tion of development-related 
materials 
and may or ray not
 
currently have anything more than indirect access to 
information
 
technologies such 
as computers or microf:iche. What it must
 
represent is 
 Soiae level of designated and appropriately placed
 
staff effort, 
linkage to AID and non-AID development information
 
resources, and an orientation toward marketing 
of appropriate
 
information to those who need it.
 

Given the nature of information flows and needs 
in most
 
USAID missions, 
library functions in the more restrictive sense
 
identified above are likely to have impact on mission programming
 
only to the extent that the%, 
are organized and conducted within
 
such an information brokerage program. 
 Insofar as they cannot
 
accomplish this, they should fall outside the purview of any ODIS
 
program. 
The following sections elaborate on this perspective.
 

Staff and Organizational Placement
 

As a practical reality, 
the criti il functions of informa
tion facilitation, coordination, 
 and marketing that are
 
recommended 
in this report will not be performed in the absence
 
of appropriately trained and supervised staff in the mission. The
 
critical responsibilities of these staff are that
to ensure 

patterns of effective use of lesson-- learned and of 
programmatic
 
outreach to developing country institutions concerned with
 
information use will be develuped and maintained. 
 In addition to
 
the mission director, 
the key clients of CDIE for development of
 
these patterns are staff such as the mission 
economist, project

design officer, eraluation officer, and other program 
office
 
staff with responsibilities for mission 
strategy and project

development. Generating 
from these key staff a demand for good
 
..nformation will 
 create a broader base of demand 
from others
 
involved with program implementation.
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Reaching these 
key information 
clients requires the
 
supporting mechanism of some 5crt of mission DIC. 
 Depending on
 
mission circumstances, 
this need not be a sizable or elaborate
 
operation. The point 
only is that the functions need to be
 
performed. As noted 
 in 	the original strategy paper, 
actual
 
physical and administrative placement of local DICs within USAID
 
missions is likely to be crucial to their legitmacy, success, and
 
sustainability. Since 
 circumstances 
differ among missions,
 
different formulas 
will have to be applied in different
 
countries. Nonetheless, 
some uniform standards can and must 
be
 
applied. These include requirements that staffing and placement
 
be 	designed to:
 

e 	Ensure continuing active interest and support from

mission management;
 

* 	Provide 
high visibility of the information brokerage
function and especially of the DIC services 	 the
within 

life of the mission;
 

* 	Facilitate 
a 	high degree of interaction between the
information staff and other mission personnel;
 

* 	Ensure reasonable continuity in staffing; and
 

e 	Ensure institutionalization of DIC-type functions so that
they might survive staff turnover among mission patrons

and clients.
 

At USAID/Haiti, the information center was placed under the
 
administrative 
 oversight of the executive officer, primarily as a
 
consequence of its physical location. 
None of the above criteria
 
had 
been a factor in this decision. Fortunately, however, 
the
 
executive officer had an interest in the information function and
 
provided critical administrative support for the ODIS pilot

project initiatives descri.bed earlier. Moreover, the chief of the
 
mission DRE (program) office was prepared to provide programmatic

oversight. This combination of patrons appears to be appropriate
 
in 	this instance.
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In other circumstances, other configurations might prove
 
preferable. One 
attractive possibility in some missions 
is a
 
formal 
 linkage of the DIC function to the program office. 
 This
 
is the case in the Dominican Republic, where the program office
 
has recently 
taken some limited initial steps to revitalize an
 
information center that fell into disarray after the departure of
 
a staff person-in-charge over a year ago. 
 This person had not
 
been replaced when the study team visited the mission, 
but a job

description had been prepared as a basis for hiring locally a new
 
part-time staff person. This job description included only tradi
tional library functions -- such as collection management 
and
 
cataloging. As result
a 
 of the brief study team visit,
 
consideration 
was 
given to broadening mission understanding of
 
the position to incorporate an emphasis on information outreach.
 
It should be that
noted comparable opportunities for ODIS
 
contributions 
to mission DIC-type initiatives arose in every
 
mission visited by the study team, 
thus helping to confirm what
 
would appear to be broad mission receptivity to ODIS initiatives.
 

The traditional boundaries of a library operation must 
be
 
firmly penetioated if effective information management is to
 
occur. 
 At the same time, 
 it would be a mistake to abandon the
 
concept of a physical location in a mission (where possible) as a
 
center for the information management aneA networking 
function.
 
An information resource center 
does not need to have any

documents in it, 
 as long as it retains the capacity to identify
 
required 
information and then locate and expeditiously retrieve
 
this"' information. Such information resource
an center does,
 
however, need to have a physical lccation, that is, a place where
 
users or potential users know they 
can go when they need
 
assistance to identify or obtain information. Thus, many of the
 
functions of a 
DIC will be more effective if centered in a
 
designated space with certain facilities.
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Mission information staff should be expected to function as
 
information brokers, 
creating demand for information and then
 
ensuring that the 
demands are met. 
Thus, experience in the
 
management and use of information, plus an informed interest in
 
development issues, 
 are important qualifications for DIC staff.
 
Technical skills 
 in collection management 
are also important

since these staff 
are likely to be involved with information
 
acquisition, 
storage, and retrieval. 
But needed library skills
 
may be taught .through.training programs. 
A basic orientation to
 
effective programmatic information 
use should be the primary

qualification. In the USAID/Egypt DIC, for example, the director
 
remembers the personal 
 interests of staff 
and routes books,

magazines, and newspaper clippings to them. 
A similar approach

used to be applied in Indonesia. These initiatives are viewed by

mission 
staff as a useful service, one that enhances the credi
bility of the DIC resource.
 

As a practical matter, 
standard position classifications
 
normally used by missions for information center staff are highly

inappropriate. These 
usually derive from positions defined for
 
Library of Congress or U.S. Information Service (USIS) purposes.

There is no existing official position classification series that
 
is particularly germane. 
 Some missions feel bound to 
official
 
classifications found in AID handbooks as a basis for determining
 
qualifications and salary levels. 
Others will write job descrip
tions, based 
on their own determination of the 
tasks to be
 
performed and, 
on that basis, determine appropriate qualifica
tions and salary grades. USAID/Cameroon, 
for example, has done
 
this and incorporates "providing current awareness services" in
 
the job description. USAID/Egypt titles 
its DIC head a
 
"Technical Information Specialist." 
 The position description for
 
this person includes being "an information and documentation
 
resource" and "providing liaison with 
AID/Washington offices
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responsible for maintaining the AID memory." 
 These efforts to
 
understand and define the DIC staff role in terms that go beyond
 
traditional library duties are rare and should be encouraged.
 

Linkage to Information Resources
 

A major contribution of the investment CDrE already has made
 
in preparing and assembling a wide range of development informa
tion resour,-es 
 is that it frees missions from the'necessity of
 
developing these resources for themselves. Still, the centralized
 
resource is only as good as the linkage that missions have to 
it
 

how well it serves local needs.
and A crucial objective of an
 
ODIS project must be to serve that linkage function and, through

ODIS project implementation, institutionalize mechanisms for its
 
sustainability.
 

Missions 
have three major concerns in the area of informa
tion resources:
 

e Access to selective 
portions of CDIE's Development

Information System (DIS);
 

e Access to centralized AID 
and non-AID information
 
resources other than those available through CDIE/DI; and
 

* Integration local
of information resources into 
the
 
system.
 

i'Assistance 
 in the development of site-specific local data
bases represents a major contribution that ODIS can make to the
 
effective 
use of its institutional memory in project design 
and
 
implementation. Most mission-based USAID staff believe that local
 
material is usually 
of greater relevance to their task 
than
 
material from other locations. Despite this fact, few USAID
 
information centers serve effectively as reservoirs even of local
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lessons learned. 
 And even when they do, mission personnel
 
usually do not make effective use of that resource because 
they
 
have not been made aware of its availability.
 

The fundamental challenge is to ensure the 
best possible
 
mechanisms, 
given whatever situational circumstances exist, for
 
linking users 
with the infotmation they 
need -- whatever the
 
source --
in timely fashion. The function filled by a 
mission
 
DIC is to recognize needs 
and then find and deliver the
 
appropriate information content within the time frame required by

the circumstances. For example, a project officer with a design
 
task should have 
access to evaluations of similar or 
related
 
projects in the country where she or he is works, 
plus selected
 
evaluations 
and technical studies addressing similar activities
 
elsewhere. Sources for this information may include, for example,
 
the DIS, other CDIE units, donors active in 
 the country,
 
commercial databases, 
and the office bookshelves of mission
 
colleagues. The chances are that few, 
if any, of the most
 
important information inputs will be on 
the shelves of the
 
mission library, however 
well organized and cataloged. Here
 
again, the primary role of the mission 
DIC is to broker
 
information, not manage a collection.
 

Outreach Orientation
 

The foregoing points to the need for a 
strong outreach
 
orientation to 
manage the development information function of
 
USAID 
missions. This role is increasingly important as program
 
decision 
making in AID is decentralized. 
Mission directors have
 

project approval authority than ever
more before. To exercise
 
this authority responsibly, they must be able to judge the merits
 
of the concepts and proposals put before them. 
To exercise this
 
judgment, they 
and their staff need information that documents
 
relevant development experience. In particular, this calls for
 
more 
effective use of evaluation and other findings and a closer
 
link between these findings and project design.
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For an information center director, effective 
outreach
 
requires being knowledgeable about mission program priorities and
 
direction. This 
means access to key staff; Important planning
 
documents; 
 and relevant mission communications, including cable
 
traffic. 
 Proposed new strategies for the USAID/Haiti DIC include
 
participation by the DIC director in concept paper and 
project
 
review meetings, regular contact with mission project 
offices,
 
and study of the mission action plan. Addition of a part-time
 
assistant in the DIC will increase opportunities for the director
 
to engage in outreach activities outside of the center itself.
 

Assuming a well-informed DIC director, 
many possibilities

arise for proactive information services rather than merely
 
responding to service requests. Materials relevant to 
a new
 
project design initiative can be assembled from various 
sources
 
in an anticipation of requests and made available to the 
design

officer immediately prior to the time when he or she might 
need
 
it most. Current state-of-the-art information is of 
particular
 
value. Infornational bulletins can 
announce new services or
 
information resources to mission staff. 
 Information available
 
from other donors or host country institutions can be checked 
to
 
augment what is available from AID sources.
 

The Haiti pilot project as well as the experience of other
 
CDIE staff 
visits to USAID missions demonstrate that a little
 
info mation entrepreneurship can go a long way, 
frequently in a
 
costt-effective manner, in determining prime information users and
 
identifying priority needs. Persons working 
within mission
 
contexts who are properly trained and motivated could, provided
 
that adequate field information support existed, be invaluable in
 
promoting ODIS objectives.
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FIELD INFORMATION SUPPORT SCENARIOS
 

Although the core elements of an ODIS 
 strategy will be
 
similar in different mission settings, 
there should be enough
 
flexibility 
to address a range of mission scenarios. This task
 
order incorporated findings from visits to nine 
missions by

either the study team or CDIE staff. Findings were discussed in a
 
workshop planned to exchange learning from these field visits and
 
to 
categorize patterns of mission information use and potential
 
CDIE support. The following analytic framework emerged from these
 
discussions.
 

Field Variables
 

Key factors in evaluating the mission environment of 
development information acquisition and use include the 
following: 

9 	Staff (and training): 
 The key to effective information
services 
 is human resources. The most important element
in a USAID mission is a designated person with sufficient
responsibility, 
skill, and motivation to perform the
information brokerage 
and networking function. 
 This
 person 
may be a mission officer responsible for project
evaluation, design, or both, 
but will more often be a
locally hired 
librarian or other dependent or Foreign
Service national. Of the missions included in this study,
only Egypt had an appropriate arrangement for this 
staff
function. (It 
has been reported that REDSO/East Africa
also has appropriate arrangements.) In Haiti, a
potentially strong 
DIC director laci-d supervision and
training. In several missions, this critical role was not
 
played at all.
 

* 	Information resources: Some missions have local libraries
with shelf collections. These range from poor to good in
terms of content, organization, and cataloging. Another
variable 
is the degree of networking with local information sources (including universities and tecxaiical institutes, government agencies, the Peace 
Corps, private
voluntary organizations, and in-country 
donor agency
offices). Awareness and use of the resources of CDIE also
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vary widely. In some missions, 
personal networks with
other AID staff, both in Washington and the field, are an
 
important information source.
 

e 	Facilities: Although the importance of physical facilities is secondary to staff and 
access to information
 
resources, it is a variable that reflects the seriousness
of mission interest in information use. In USAID/Haiti, a
sizable open room is available for the mission development information collection. Comparable physical facili
ties are available at USAID/Thailand. In the Dominican

Republic, a small library located in a vacant office near
the program office has been largely neglected, as has an
agriculture-related collection 
that is housed in the
hallway of 
a separate building. In Indonesia, a once
spacious library has seen over half its space grabbed 
by
more powerful mission interests shortly following the
departure of a supportive mission director and a capable
professional DIC director. 
 (Staffing has also been

downgraded, 
and the quality of services of this information center has declined substantially as a result.) 
 At
USAID/Philippines, an otherwise good physical facility is
housed in 
a far corner of the mission in an area that

rarely is visited, 
partly because of its isolation and
partly because the library is outside the flow of 
useful
 
mission information.
 

* 	Budget: Few missions have a separate library or information center budget. Salaries for staff (if any) 
 are
usually in separate categories, and other costs are

accommodated 
out of undesignated administrative funds.
Although the non-salary financial needs of an 
effective

DIC are not large, the designation of even a small budget
can facilitate effective 
management, particularly the
timely acquisition or dissemination of important

materials not available through CDIE. 
One example of how
the absence of this budget flexibility can have an
undesirable impact on information services currently

exists in Indonesia, 
where a recently instituted and
complex prior-approvals requirement now deters 
the DIC

from providing requested documents to substantial numbers
of the USAID consultant/contractor community, 
 which
traditionally 
have constituted a significant portion of
 
that center's clientele.
 

e 	Mission support (patronage): In virtually all missions,

lip-service is 
 given to the importance of information.

The need is to put some operational commitment behind
this lip service, 
and rarely is much initiative taken in
this regard, When it is, however, support may come from
the mission director's office, 
the program office, certain sectoral offices, 
or 	a combination of these. In
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these instances, the information function acquires one or
more patrons, and these 
people are essential to the
 
undertaking.
 

In Haiti, 
there is a readiness to support strategies to
improve information management. 
The Haiti experience
demonstrates that 
CDIE can facilitate action at the
mission level by identifying patrons and 
working with
them to identify and implement appropriate strategies.
In some cases, it may be necessary to begin with an
effort keyed to a particular office, such 
 as project
development, 
or a major program sector. The seed must be
planted where it has a chance to grow. 
Testing the soil,
that is, 
 finding a patron or patrons, is an important
part of the process. Patrons, however, represent a
tactical 
point of contact. The strategic focus should
remain on approaching and engaging key mission 
information users -- those responsible for strategy and 
program

development.
 

e Available technologies (and capacity 
to use them):
Information technologies 
such as telecommunications,

microcomputers and terminals, and microfiche are tools of
potential 
value if the human resource requirement is met
and budget permits. The microcomputer software 
program
MicroDIS being developed by CDIE, for example, has great
potential for improving field access to bibliographic and
even textual information, as well as 
 assisting local
cataloging. All of these technologies have the potential
to reduce or even eliminate the need for 
shelf collections where space is at a premium. Of the missions
reviewed 
for this task order, only Egypt is using these
technologies 
in an information center 
context. Interestingly, 
among the several missions visited that 
were
moving toward general mission automation and computerization, there was little appreciation expressed regarding
the potential 
value to the mission of this automation
within 
the context of existing library operations.
the same time, however, At


there was broad support for the
idea of automation within 
the management information
systems 
context of any newly constituted DIC. Mission
personnel readily understand 
the basic distinction
between 
the document warehousing functions traditionally
ascribed to mission libraries and the information management and dissemination functions that are inherent in the
 
DIC concept.
 

• Other in-country information resources: 
 In Haiti, where
there 
 is no good collection of development-related

information, the function of the DIC as a 
resource to
host country students, researchers, and development
managers assumes considerable importance and is an argu
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ment for maintaining a strong shelf collection. 
In countries where non-AID development information resources are
better developed, 
building links to these resources may
be more important than building a hard-copy collection.
 

The above criteria provide 
a basis for assessing the
 
devrlopment information management scenario in a USAID mission in
 
order 
to plan effective CDIE support strategies. In doing this
 
planning, a variety of support mechanisms are available.
 

CDiE Support
 

The focus of ODIS support to field missions should be on the
 
following elements:
 

e Technical assistance: The basic requirement of an 
ODIS
project must be to support the development of the overall
managerial commitment and capability needed to plan 
for
and cope with information management problems and
opportunities in the field. 
 As the Haiti pilot project
demonstrates, an investment 
of training and technical
assistance directed toward the mission staff 
responsible
for information brokerage 
can yield major dividends.

This approach can be supplemented by workizig also with
key 
patrons who have supervisory responsibility for the
information center 
manager. These activities also can
help establish 
within a mission a working environment
that is more information responsive. In USAID/Haiti, the
involvement of the executive officer and 
DRE (program)
office chief in the development of the DIC Action 
Plan,
and their continuing role in overseeing its 
 implementation, help 
translate the mission director's interest in
better information use into specific 
and relevant
 
actions.
 

A 
specific form of assistance needed in any mission 
DIC
is a policies and procedures manual covering 
the main
points of DIC management. This should be in 
 loose-leaf
form to permit customization and frequent modifications.

One element of this manual could be a list 
of core
documents that any development library should have.
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" 
Document and research services: 
 These basic functions of
CDIE/DI represent a key extension of the 
services that
would be available to any USAID mission through an effective DIC. Responses 
to requests from USAID/Haiti (see
Annex 
5) were highly rated by users. This resource is
particularly important in settings where access to local
country materials in the mission or eliewhere in the host
country is limited. 
But even where local resources

available, DI assistance 

are
 
can fill major gaps in the
opportunity 
local mission staff have to perform research
for themselves as a result of the severe time constraints
under which they work. The experience of the task 
order
and other CDIE field visits suggests that demands on
these services are likely to increase dramatically in the
wake of ODIS outreach to the field. 
These demands will
have to be accommodated by DI or through a 
strategy of
building regional or mission-level capacities to perform
similar research services. Either option may have serious
staff implications unless DI 
can introduce considerable,
and perhaps unattainable, operational efficiencies.
 

* Economic and social data: 
 Examples of computerized data
available fthrough 
 CDIE/EASA were demonstrated to
interested staff in USAID/Haiti (primarily those involved
in economic 
analysis), and the availability of these
materials 
was discussed in several other locations 
such
 as the Dominican Republic and the Philippines. Although
interest was high in some circles, particularly if recent
statistics were available, 
 the degree of cynicism
expressed concerning the potential value of uata derived
from non-local and potentially out-of-date sources
suggests the desirability of further evaluation of 
these
data from the field perspective. Any such evaluation
should also be sensitive to the field perspective that
CDIE/EASA operations currently required much more of the
field than it has thus far proven capable of returning to
it. 
 Thus, the EASA office is perceived by some in 
 the
field 
as being primarily a "hidden requirements" bureau,
that is, an ostensibly service-oriented operation that in
fact requires more support 
from the field than it
provides as useful services to the field.
 

Historically, staff in the USAID/Haiti had not been aware
of or used data or statistical analysis services from
EASA. 
There were attempts under way, however, to develop
a Haiti-specific economic and social database and various
related microcomputer databases for analytic 
purposes.
Time-series 
data for this purpose are obtained from
printed reports azquired 
 from the World Bank,
contractors, 
 and other non-AID sources. EASA's
information products 
and technical assistance in data
collection 
and analysis are of direct relevance to this
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effort. In particular, EASA should encourage and assist

in greater use of statistical analysis that links EASA
 use of statistics to mission policy and program concerns.
 

9 	Technology transfer: There is great variety in the information technologies available in USAID missions. Mist now
have microcomDuters, 
although the availability of these
machines for general-purpose use is often limited. 
In 	no
mission observed under this task order was there a microcomputer available for use in the 
mission information
center. Many missions are struggling with the need for an
automation plan, but, in general, USAID missions lag in
effective use of automation and have found AID/Washington

guidance in this area more restrictive than helpful. In
most (but definitely not all) missions, any ODIS
strategies 
keyed to the local mission-wide use of microcomputers may have to be deferred until larger issues 
of
AID automation are resolved. 
Those missions where microcomputerization is imminent might, 
however, be technical

testing grounds for later, wider, application.
 

Several missions have microfiche readers, but they
usually 
are not an important factor in information
 
management and are virtually never used by USAID project
staff. 
As a tool for a DIC manager, microfiche can serve
 as an easy means to make available the index to the DI
document archives 
 until microcomputers and the further
development of MicroDIS can serve 
the same purpose.
Microfiche properly used 
can be an efficient text
transfer 
and storage medium, but this function is
secondary to 
 the more fundamental task of information

brokerage. Moreover, most of the advantages of microfiche
for 
USAID mission use will be duplicated and exceeded by

computers when text 	 high
transfer on capacity disks
 
becomes feasible.
 

Thus, technology should be part of any new DIC 
develop
ment strategy 
but only as a tool to assist the primary
networking and outreach functions, which, in turn, are
dependent on human, not technical, resources.
 

Telecommunications, another technology with future potential, also will open a range of alternatives for information access and transfer. 
 In 	the ODIS context, these
technologies should be viewed as tools to assist patterns
of information utilization that are not dependent on the
technologies 
themselves for their development. In sum,
the 
pilot project verifies the earlier strategy study's
de-emphasis 
on technolcgy solutions. A human resource
focus is more to the point. It also is a necessary

precurser to more effective automated information manage
ment and use.
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e 	Service promotion: Various steps should be taken by CDIE,
possibly through ODIS, to 
promote its services more
effectively. Assuming that, 
as 	the pilot test in Haiti
demonstrated, 
the quality of the services are their 
own
best advertisement, use should beget more use and the key
task is to grenerate first-time use from the large pool of
AID personnel who are not now aware of CDIE services or,
for whatever reason, 
 are disinclined 
to use it.
Strategies to accomplish this include the preparation and
delivery of 
 targeted information packages in an
anticipatory rather than reactive model, for USAID staff.
The basis for the preparation of these packages would 
be
a 
mission program profile based on documents such as the
CDSS, congressional presentation, anU 
mission action
plan, or other 
reliable sources of information on
forthcoming mission 
 information needs, such as
participation in PID review meetings or, 
preferably, the
annual 
meeting of mission directors (Directors' week) in
Washington 
to 	review and approve country programs. An
example of such a profile, 
based on an analysis of
available 
documents, for USAID/Haiti is contained in
 
Annex 2.
 

Other CDIE products also can serve as 
 attention-getters.

For example, the potable 
water Project Manager's
Reference 
Guide was of great interest to the engineering
office of USAID/Haiti and led to requests for a 
variety
of other materia s. Similarly, 
the special evaluation
studies 
of CDIE should be disseminated, on a carefully
targeted and selec'ive basis, to 
missions that are
undertaking 
 or plan to begin relevant programs.
Furthermore, these documents should be disseminated along
with recommendations regarding use of this 
material to
improve program planning, project design, and implementation. Another strategy to 
 improve awareness of CDIE
(while also improving the preparation of TDY teams) is to
pre-brief short-term evaluation, project design, and
other teams in Washington using materials available from
CDIE. 'This has been done for some time by the AID/ANE/DP
office, especially for evaluation 
teams. A similar
concept 
could be applied to AID staff transferring to
new country. CDIE is well-equipped to provide 

a
 
these
personnel with appropriate briefing materials 
 as they
pass through Washington between 
 assignments. These
strategies 
help promote awareness of CDIE while 
contributing to appropriate development information use.
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An additional 
service element concerns the timeliness
with which CDIE products and services can be delivered to
 users. Many examples of
were cited during the course
this task order work where rc 
 estpd information reached
intended users 
too late to be of 
value. Subsequent
inquiries in Washington indicate that 
this frequently
results from mail room delays, 
 not from slowness on the
part of CDIE staff. To the extent 
this is true,
administrative 
solutions designed to speed the flow
documents to USAID missions seems called for. 
of
 

e 
Indirect support via AID/Washington activities: 
 Missions
that the 
 study team visited were 
able to suggest a
variety of ways in which CDIE products and services could
significantly assist them without the necessity of direct
CDIE intervention in the field. 
Suggestions included:
 

Ensuring that lessons learned syntheses were prepared

for and provided 
to PID and PP Leview committees
 
meetings in Washington, D.C.;
 

Freeing missions from having to provide 
similar or
identical information to multiple interested parties
in AID/Washington, by coordinating more closely with
other AID/Washington offices, 
especially the Bureau
for Science and Technology, and thus serving as a
centralized 
 information dissemination center on

behalf of USAID missions;
 

Coordinating 
 closely with other AID/Washington

offices, especially the 
Bureau for Science and
Technology, to fill information requests from those
offices, 
thus freeing USAID missions from having 
to
do so and enabling them to get on with their 
work;

and
 

Linking CDIE with the Development Planning (DP) 
and
Technical Resources 
 (TR) offices so that CDIE 
and
especially DI's support role are placed more directly

in the*USAID mission support chain.
 

.e Regional offices as centers of information brokerage: 
 In
several areas of-the 
world,- including Africa, Latin
America, and the Caribbean, AID has regional offices
(REDSOs) whose role in information support to area 
USAID
missions should be explored. Especially for very 
small
missions, it may be more 
efficient to provide the
information networking and brokerage function 
 from a
regional office 
that would serve as the DIC for some
missions 
and help support DICs in larger missions that
can afford 
their own staff person(s) and facility for
 
this purpose.
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TECHNOLOGY IMPLICATIONS
 

As noted 
in the original strategy paper, CDIE 
 can

contemplate a 
wide range of technical options in planning its
 
activities 
for the dissemination 
of development information
 
through the ODIS project. These options revolve around choices of
 
computer software, computer hardware, transfer media, and related
 
future technologies. 
Ii making technology choices, 
 CDIE should
 
keep 
in mind that the effective use of information in the 
field
 
does not depend on the presence of hard 
copy, microfiche, or
 
disk-based 
library collections, but on capacities to identify,

obtain, and 
transfer relevant materials to users in timely 
and
 
cost-effecti,e fashion.
 

Technology-based 
tools can 
serve this priority. Use of

microcomputers 
 with bibliographic 
access software such as
 
MicroDIS creates an 
attractive opportunity to provide highly

customized sets of index and text material to missions. 
Coupling

this 
technology with a high-capacity storage medium, such 
as
 
optical disks, gives promise of a space-efficient and easy to use
 
information resource for a mission DIC. 
The telecommunications
 
capacities under development in AID are also of obvious interest.
 
There is no reason to expect, however, that factors in the effec
tive use of state-of-the-art technologies will be any 
different
 
than for use of a traditional library collection. The key element
 
will be a person or persons with the responsibility 
 and
 
capability to link 
the information management 
technology to
 
mission users.
 

CDIE-related 
information technologies should be 
integrated

with and contribute to other automated information management 
at
 
the mission level. Recognizing this, the ODIS project will need
 
to monitor information-related technology 
development, partic
ularly as it involves tools for local information management.
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TRAINING IMPLICATIONS
 

A human-resource-centered approach to overseas 
information
 
support places a premium on training and motiviation, especially
 
for the staff responsible for mission 
DIC management. As in
 
Haiti, a USAID mission will typically have or will be inclined to
 
hire, a DIC 
manager with little training in needed skills 
for
 
effective information management and outreach. 
If any specific
 
qualifications are required, they are usually defined in terms of
 
library-related education or experience. 
However, formal library

training does not 
of itself equip someone tor the DIC task,
 
although it is a relevant asset. 
More important, but less easily

identified, 
assets will include the information brokerage skills
 
cited throughout this report.
 

For the Haiti pilot project, the training focus was on
 
outreach, networking, reference activities, and general user
 
services and, to lesser extent, 
on technical skills such as
 
acquisitions and cataloging. 
Training was performed on-site at
 
the mission in Port-au-Prince by the outreach coordinator on the
 
DI staff. 
Training methods included discussions about strategies
 
and procedures, readings from 
source material dealing with
 
information management, field 
visits to other Port-au-Prince
 
libraries, and sharing 
examples of 
 relevant information
 
materials. A report of the training TDY in Haiti appears in Annex
 
3. One 
key result of the training was development of an action
 
plan;', (Annex 4) detailing specific priorities for DIC management
 
and DI support. 
This action plan included preparation of a
 
mission-specific DIC operations manual.
 

Certain types of training -- particularly orientation to the
 
resources and services of CDIE -- might best be 
performed in
 
Washington, although some of this training also could be done in
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the field, provided the necessary teaching aids were 
available.
 
Other 
aspects such as local networking and promotion 
strategies
 
are best handled in the field. 
A combination of the two will be
 
most beneficial, 
but factors of cost and time will influence the
 
training strategy in each particular case. What is clear from the
 
ODIS strategy recommended in this report is that training must be
 
a priority element in CDIE services to the field.
 

Training of 
USAID mission staff and other DIC 
users also
 
will be useful, or necessary. 
 In addition to sensitizing these
 
personnel to 
the breadth of 
 available information 
resources,

this training 
also should assist DIC directors in helping

information 
users understand how best 'Lo formulate 
requests so
 
that they 
can obtain the kinds of information in the types 
of
 
packaging that will best meet their needs.
 

By coincidence, the USAID/Haiti librarian had 
the oppor
tunity to attend a training course in DIC management sponsored by

the Organization of American States 
(OAS) that occurred during

the 
pilot project but prior to the DI training TDY in 
 Port-au-

Prince. This 
was a fortuitous development but revealed the fact
 
that 
such courses were not a resource that AID normally used 
or
 
of 
which it was even aware. Although USAID/Haiti supported 
the
 
OAS training for its librarian, the initiative came 
 from the
 
librarian herself and she was the only AID-related person at 
 the
 
training. 
In many cases, such third-party training opportunities
 
may represent a cost-effective opportunity for CDIE to 
support
 
local information management capacities.
 

MONITORING AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
 

An important component 
of an ODIS project will be the
 
ongoing 
assessment of mission support initiatives to learn from
 
the experience of implementation and redirect 
new initiatives
 
where they 
will have the most impact on effective information
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use. 
At one level, CDIE has an obvious interest in the difficult
 
task of 
assessing the impact of information on the development
 
process itself. 
It is widely assumed that good information will
 
lead to informed AID policies and better project 
design and
 
implementation. 
This is a difficult assumption to test, although

there is ample empirical evidence for the 
reverse proposition
 
that ignorance of documented lessons learned has led to
 
demonstrably poor projects.
 

It is not the responsibility of the ODIS project itself 
to
 
prove the 
ultimate impact of information on 
AID's development
 
policies and 
programs although it can contribute to that CDIE
 
agenda. It is essential, however, 
for ODIS to offer perceived

value to 
USAID personnel who need information resources to do
 
their jobs effectively. its
The project must also evaluate 

success in promoting information transfer 
to the field and
 
information management and use in the field. Specific criteria to
 
be used are discussed below.
 

Active DICs Developed and Sustained
 

The premise of this report is that the key to ODIS 
 success
 
is the existence of an information linkage and brokerage function
 
in a USAID mission. 
The focal point of this function can be
 
expected to be on a DIC, 
consisting of designated staff and, 
in
 
most cases, some designated space and facilities. Effective
 
performance of the'staff function over time is the key factor 
to
 
be m~asured. Facilities, technologies, and libraries, if any,
 
are 
.only tools in the performance of the basic tasks of informa
tion networking, brokerage, 
and outreach. USAID mission support

for the development and continuation of the local 
 DIC function
 
(as defined in this report), in cooperation with the support role
 
of CDIE, will 
be the major evidence of ODIS 
 success. Mission
 
libraries have traditionally been vulnerable 
-- often, but not
 
always, for good reason 
-- to competing demands for staff,
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budget, and space. Situations in which key DIC functions survive
 
turnover in DIC staff, 
mission directors, and other 
identified
 
mission patrons 
will be especially significant as a measure 
of
 
ODIS success.
 

Number of Field Requests
 

Requests from mission staff to 
CDIE/DI for information
 
services are one evidence that the information is valued and that
 
the mission 
DIC is engaging in effective 
outreach activities.
 
Increases in the number of requests, especially in the absence of
 
any special TDY-related promotion of DI 
 services, demonstrate
 
growing awareness of 
and satisfaction 
with these services.
 
Information 
requests are a particularly important indicator
 
within an 
ODIS strategy that emphasizes information brokerage
 
rather than local collection building.
 

This indicator must be with
used care, however, as
 
successful ODIS implementation will also enhance the abilities of
 
the missions 
to provide needed information using their own
 
resources and the networks centered on their own DICs. 
 Thus, an
 
accurate assessment of user requet 
data will, in the long run,

require an aggregation of data from AID/Washington and all parti
cipating missions.
 

CDIE 
is well aware that a growing number of requests carry

the risk of 
 lcnger response time lags or compromises in the
 
quality of responses, especially when the requests 
involve
 
demanding research 
tasks. It will be important for the ODIS
 
project 
to monitor the timeliness of 
 its responses and the
 
quality of its work. In addition to user feedback (see 
below),

ODIS project staff should work with CDIE, 
and especially DI, to
 
maintain monitoring procedures that will provide early warning of
 
service breakdowns.
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User Evaluations
 

Users 
are an obvious source of feedback regarding the
 
services of CDIE. 
DI has already initiated systematic procedures
 
to solicit user evaluation of its services. This effort should be
 
continued using mission DICs as a vehicle for follow-up of users.
 
Within 
 the Haiti pilot project, all mission information
 
requestors were subsequently interviewed using 
the protocol
 
attached as Annex 6. 
Because of the time constraints of the task
 
order, these interviews were conducted within one or two weeks of
 
the time the information was delivered to the 
requestors. This
 
interval was insufficient for assessing usage, let alone
 
perceived 
 impact of the information. It will be important for
 
ODIS to obtain user feedback over a period of up to six months or
 
even 
longer from at least a sample of requestors to assess the
 
value of its services adequately.
 

Evidence of Information Use
 

The major purpose of an ODIS project is to use AID's insti
tutional 
memory and other development information resources to
 
improve USAID mission capacities for project design, management,
 
and evaluation. 
Although measuring capacities of this sort is an
 
elusive task, 
it will be possible to examine evidence that t:e
 
lessons of experience are incorporated in project planning 
and
 
implementation by selectively reviewing mission program 
and
 
project documents. When mission strategies and project rationales
 
are built on documented lessons learned, this will be evidence of
 
appropriate information access and use in 
that mission. These
 
instances 
should be cause for further analysis to determine the
 
role 
 of the mission DIC and of CD1E services in facilitating the
 
obsenred information 
use. In this way, effective local DIC
 
management strategies 
 can be identified and shared 
with other
 
missions.
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RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
 

This section highlights resource implications of the task
 
order, particularly 
as they differ from the conclusions of the
 
initial strategy study. 
 This report assumes the integration of
 
an ODIS project into ongoing CDIE/DI activities and, therefore,
 
the availability of key financial and other resources outside of
 
the project itself. Boundaries between an ODIS project and 
the
 
ongoing activities of CDIE will of necessity be somewhat unclear
 
since ODIS is planned as a mechanism to improve delivery and 
use
 
of services that, 
for the most part, already exist. A revised
 
illustrative ODIS project budget is presented in Chapter Six.
 

CDIE Support
 

Existing or potential user-oriented services of CDIE such as
 
technical assistance, outreach, 
and training have particular
 
relevance to 
the ODIS project, especially in view of the
 
recommended emphasis building local
on 
 capacities to manage

information, as distinct from an information dissemination focus.
 
Although the costs of delivering these services to USAID missions
 
can be included in part in the ODIS project CDIE
budget, the 

staff and organizational resources that 
make the services
 
possible will 
not be funded from ODIS. Project funds will be
 
supplemental; 
 ODIS will depend on CDIE for management oversight;

office space and facilities; technical assistance and support

personnel; and access to the DIS, 
 economic and social database,
 
and other CDIE information resources.
 

The pilot project suggests that ODIS outreach will lead to a
 
substantial increase in information requests from the field, many

calling for relatively 
complex research services. This may

ultimately require a choice by DI to 
 either increase staff
 
resources for 
this purpose or to ration requests. It is not
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recommended that the ODIS employ a research staff that 
parallels
 
the existing DI researchers, although ODIS might 
utilize its
 
project 
staff in a gatekeeping role to minimize duplication 
and
 
achieve other efficiencies in request handling from the 
field.
 
Under any circumstances, close coordination will be 
essential
 
between ODIS and all relevant elements of CDIE, 
and especially
 
DI's Research and Reference staff.
 

While the major 
function of training for mission DIC
 
directors can be incorporated into the ODIS project, 
there will
 
be obvious implications for other CDIE when
staff, especially 

orientation training is conducted in Washington. 
Similarly, such
 
initiatives 
as the arranging of Washington briefings for TDY
 
personnel or staff heading for a new post will make 
demands on
 
regular CDIE operations, even if coordinated by ODIS.
 

Thus, the well-developed and varied information resources of
 
CDIEtwill have substantially more demand made on them as a result
 
of an ODIS initiative. 
 Since use is the purpose for which these
 
resources have been developed, this eventually 
should be
 
welcomed. But capacities may be strained, and this reality could
 
result in significant resource demands on CDIE.
 

Mission Commitment and Support
 

ODIS success,in a particular USAID mission 
depends, above
 
all,,on commitment to the importance of information as a resource
 
by the 
mission director and those on the director's staff with
 
the greatest need to use development information. These staff
 
usually include evaluation officers; project 
design officers;
 
others centrally involved in a mission's own learning process;
 
or, not infrequently, AID contractors 
on long-term project
 
implementation contracts. 
 To make ODIS work, this commitment
 
should 
be translated into .upport for the information brokerage
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function, usually to be performed by a staff person linked to 
a
 
mission DIC. 
 The costs of this support are measured in staff
 
time and budgeted funds.
 

The staff time issue has two dimensions: DIC management and
 
DIC supervision. 
In the typical case, one or two Foreign Service
 
nationals or dependents will be needed to manage DIC 
functions.
 
These staff usually are funded out of mission 0 and E money, 
but
 
some missions will consider the use of program (PDS) funds if the
 
link to programmatic purposes (that is, 
 project development or
 
outreach to host-country institutions) is clear. 
DIC supervision

should come from 
mission staff 
with information utilization
 
concerns -- usually 
the program office. 
 Although the time
 
demands of this supervisory function need not the
be large,

importance of the function is substantial. Supervisory personnel

not 
only provide guidance to DIC staff but also have a 
role to
 
play in protecting the DIC's interests when there are 
competing

claims for space, 
resources, 
and staff. In 
 some cases, a
 
program-related 
officer may personally be designated to fulfill
 
the DIC information brokerage and networking function. 
 This is
 
rarely feasible in view of the time demands on these staff.
 

Apart 
from staff, the budget implications of a DIC for 
a
 
mission are sLall. In a
Haiti, medium-sized mission, an
 
immediate catch-up 
budget of under $1,000 was 
recommended 
for
 
supplies and equipment. 
 A third of this was designated for 
a
 
microfiche reader, 
the 
need for which was eliminated when an
 
unused one was found in the mission warehouse. (The question of
 
whether any microfiche reader can be cost-effective remains to be
 
tested: AID/Indonesia has 
a reader that is never 
used.) An
 
additional 
budget of $400 was approved for the addition of basic
 
reference works. For FY 1986, an operating budget of under $1,700

(not including salaries) was recommended for acquisition of books
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and periodicals, library supplies, outreach materials (such 
as
 
brochures), and communications. 
These are small amounts in this
 
mission context and were readily approved.
 

Other 
possible budgetary implications include the probable
 
need for a dedicated microcomputer, plus telecommunications costs
 
associated with international information 
transfer, and these
 
would need to be determined on a case basis.
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CHAPTER FIVE
 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on 
 the findings and discussion above, this section
 
summarizes major recommendations arising from this task order 
as
 
a basis for determining an action plan for ODIS project implemen
tation.
 

ODIS Program Priorities
 

* 	The primary 
focus during at least the inaugural two or
three 
years of any ODIS project should be on the
upgrading 
oi 	the internal capacities of AID to promote
more 
effective use of available development information
 resources in the support of its larger mandate. 
Although
programmatic 
outreach to developing country institutions
remains an important 
goal that should be pursued as
circumstances warrant, 
the challenges within AID 
itself
 are sufficiently great that these activities should not
be 
allowed to divert the ODIS project from its important

first priority.
 

Upgrading Mission Information Brokerage
 

9 	The mission-level development information brokerage
function is distinct from, 
 and must be conceptually

separated from, traditional library functions. 
Information brokerage means links to 
 appropriate information
networks and an orientation toward 
the marketing and
timely delivery of relevant information to those who need
it. This 
 is the basic concept that must undergird any

ODIS project implementation.
 

o Key mission-level clients for information support 
are
those staff responsible for strategy and program development. 
 In addition to the mission director, these staff
usually include the mission economist, project development officer, evaluation officer, and others 
 in the
 program office or its equivalent. 
ODIS project implementation should 
be geared to the interests and needs of

these people.
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* 	Improving the management and use of mission 
development
information 
 will normally require a staff person
specifically 
 charged with the information brokerage
function. 
This person shoul-d be supervised by a program
or 
other officer with project development responsibilities. In some instances, 
this officer might personally
fill the information brokerage function.
 

* 	Where mission conditions warrant, local 
 information
collections should be developed that are geared to specific mission strategic and project priorities. A dedicated
microcomputer with bibliographic index software such 
as
MicroDIS has the potential to be a space-saving and costeffective tool for local collection management.
 

Outreach
 

* 	The ODIS 
project should have a fundamental orientation
toward user services 
--	technical assistance, reference,
research, and outreach 
--	geared to a recognition of the
needs of various information users. 
 And potential users
should be prioritized, to ensure 
appropriate project

focus.
 

* 	ODIS and, subsequently, DIC staffs will need to launch an
effort 
to 	inform mission personnel of the products 
and
services 
that can be made available through CDIE and
 
ODIS.
 

* 
DIC staff need access to key mission personnel, important
planning documents, and relevant mission 
communications
 
to fulfill 
 outreach functions effectively at the local
 
level.
 

e 	Outreach 
in 	the mission context requires proactive DIC
leadership 
that will anticipate the information needs of
program and project staff, 
and use a variety of AID and
non-AID information sources to acquire what is needed in
 
a timely fashion.
 

Training Section
 

e 	A human resource-centered approach to overseas 
 informa.tion support places great importance on training 
and
motivation, especially for staff responsible for managing
the 
mission development information center (DIC). The
training focus should be on 
 outreach, networking,
reference activities, and general user services.
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e 	It is equally important that key mission personnel also
 
are trained and motivated to make the 
most effective

possible 
use of available information resources. 
 This
training 
should focus on user awareness, mechanisms to
 access information resources, and.the value of 
 informa
tion in improving the quality of AID's work.
 

CDIE Support to the Field
 

s 	Developing site-specific local information management

capacity, 
combined with an enhanced mission awareness of
the value of good information effectively 
used, represents the major contribution CDIE can make to good 
man
agement and use of AID's institutional memory and other
development 
ir ormation resources in field-level project

design and implementation.
 

e 	Outreach in 
the CDIE context requires antici ition of
mission 
 needs through review of relevant program

documents (including country development strategy

statement, annual budget submission, and action plan) and
participation in mission program 
review and other
meetings, and then preparation of information 
packages
geared 
to key potential users such as mission economists

and project design and evaluation officers. Anticipatory

preparation of generic materials of value to 
 several

missions pursuing 
 similar program objectives (for
example, design of fragile lands 
management projects)

also can useful.
 

e 	Key factors 
 in 	CDIE support to USAID missions include
technical assistance; responsive, timely, and high
quality document and research services; economic and
social data and analysis; technology transfer; service

promotion; and, 
 in some areas, regional information
 
management support.
 

* 	In the context of an ODIS focus 
on local information
brokerage, CDIE assistance 
 in data collection and

analysis methodologies, 
supported by the development of
economic 
and social databases by the Evaluation Applica
tions and Statistical Analysis Division (EASA), 
should be
designed to 
serve mission use of evaluation and other
 
information for project development.
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* CDIE should 
also strive to assist 
USAID missions
indirectly through 
increased linkages with 
and direct
support to other AID/Washington offices, the
especially
Bureau for Science and Technology and the Regional Bureau
offices of Technical Resources and Development Planning.
 

Management Initiatives
 

o 
CDIE should anticipate a substantial increase in research
requests 
 as a result of ODIS 
 initiatives. 
This will
require increased 
DI staff or systems to establish
priorities 
and ration responses. Mission DICs 
 shou!10.
play a role in filtering requests to ensure clarity 
and
specificity and to reflect local priorities.
 
* 
A position classification scheme for, mission DIC staff is
needed 
that is appropriate to the requirements of information brokerage and outreach, 
rather than the 
library
functions incorporated in Library of Congress and 
United
States 
Information Service position classifications 


used in most missions. 
now
 

" Monitoring and evaluation criteria for ODIS 
 activities
should include the number of active DICs 
developed and
sustained, 
the nmber of field requests for information,
user evaluations of CDIE products, 
evidence of information use in mission project 
documents, and 
successful
 
technology transfer.
 

" Priority should be 
given to preparation of 
a DIC
procedures manual for USAID missic,.. 
 This manual should
bt:i designed in a form that allows for customization
local circumstances and frequent modification. 
for
 

" Arrangements should be made in the short tern to 
enable
follow-up on initiatives begun during ODIS 
pilot test
work in Haiti, both to help consolidate progress already
made and 
to enable more rigorous evaluation of impact
than was possible during the pilot test time frame.
 

The ODIS Project
 

a Key factors in assessing the mission for
environment
development information acquisition and use include staff
(and training), information 
 resources, facilities,
budget, mission 
support, available technologies (and
capacity to use them), 
and access to local non-AID Lnfor
mation resources.
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* CDIE management 
and ODIS project staff will need to
remain aware of the dual,

that 

and sometimes ambivalent, role
ODIS staff will be called on to play. This role is
simultaneously entrepreneurial and 
advocator-Lal.
project personnel will 
ODIS
 

need to. be salespersons
existing CDIE for
products and services to USAID 
missions,
advccates of 
change in those products and services 
to
make them more responsive to field needs. 
 There are no
unresolvable contradictions in this: 
 it serves only
emphasize to
the inherent complexities of the 
undertaking,
and thus to reinforce the quote from W.J. 
Siffin that

intrcduces this report.
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CHAPTER SIX
 

IMPLICATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
 

The implementation plan for an ODIS project presented in the
 
original strategy paper remains valid. 
 Major features of that
 
plan included the following:
 

e The ODIS project should be
not separated, either
functionally or substantively, 
from the operations of
PPC/CDIE/DI 
in order that ODIS functions ultimately be
folded 
 into ongoing AID operations as a self-sustaining

and self-contained program. However, ODIS staff should be
separate from the DI Research and Reference staff so that
they will be able to serve as advocates for mission needs
and for changes in all CDIE services to make them 
more
 
responsive.
 

* 
The project should be implemented in three phases over 
a
five-year period, using 
contracted services 
 for that
period. The 
project should be under the supervision of
CDIE/DI and work in close cooperation with other related
contracted services of that office 
(DIHF, Research and

Reference staff, etc.).
 

* The 
ODIS project should not be implemented as if it -ere
only a dissemination activity. Instead, it should Locus
its energies and resources on developing local capacities
to acquire and manage information in USAID missions 
and
counterpart institutions. 
 In addition, an essential
component of 
 any such orientation 
must be continuing
efforts to ensure the best possible system responsiveness

to existing and future development information needs.
Thus, the ODIS 
project will be involved in efforts to
improve the relevance and responsiveness of CDIE products
and services. (This issue is discussed at length in the
original strategy paper.)
 

* 
The larger context of ODIS implementation--over which the
project will have relatively little control--will be
critical to its success. 
 Important issues include 
AID
policy initiatives to legitimate effective use of the AID
institutional memory, 
the ability of CDIE to respond
the expected large increase in field 
to
 

demand for its
information services, 
and AID support for the continuing
development and improvement of those services. 
 Although
control 
will reside outside the program, effective
implementation of ODIS activities should have some impact
on the evaluation of relevant 
policies. Therefore,
 
"i'1 
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notwithstanding the degree to which these matters may lie
 
beyond its direct control, the success of the project
should be measured, in part, 
by 	the degree of positiva

change in 
 these policies (and their implementation)

during the life of the ODIS project. (Specific policy

and manaaement initiatives are reviewed in the final 
portion nf this section of this repor* ) 

Details of the recommended implementation plan and a revised
 
project budget, incorporating changes and additions from the
 
Haiti pilot project and the other task order activities indicated
 
in this report are contained in the following sections. A
 
project logframe is attached as Annex 1.
 

REVISED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
 

It is recommended that the principal activities of the 
ODIS
 
project during each of its three phases be as outlined below.
 

Phase One
 

This phase will last for approximately six months from the
 
time the contract is signed. 
 During this period, all activities
 
that will 
form the basis for subsequent project implementation
 
should be inaugurated. These include:
 

* 	Hiring Washington-based project staff, consisting of a

project 
 director, two regional coordinators, two

training/technical assistance staff, 
and an administra
tive assistant. Recommended job descriptions for these

positions are enclosed as Annex 7 to this report;
 

* 	Acquiring 
and occupying office space, preferably within
 
or immediately adjacent to the existing 
PPC/CDIE/DI

offices and provided without cost by that unit. Computer

terminal 
access to the DIS should also be provided;
 

* 	Purchasing 
with project funds and installing the auto
mated terminal hardware and software that will be

required for project implementation. One or more
 
separate telephone lines will also be needed;
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" 	Joining, with 
PPC/CDIE and other pertinent AID bureaus,

in 
the 	ongoing dialogue regarding how best organize
to

the collection, management, and processing of the full
range of AID's institutional memory so that it can 
best
serve 
the needs of AID-connected overseas 
 users. This
agency-wide dialogue should continue throughout the 
life
 
of 	the project and beyond;
 

" 	Developing with CDIE (especially the DI Research and
Reference Service) contingency plans and strategies

dealing with the large 	

for
 
increase in demand for its
services from USAID missions that the ODIS project 
will
 

generate;
 

* 	Selecting a minimum of three mission sites in 
each of
AID's geographic regions 
for 	ODIS project Phase Two
implementation. 
 For continued learning, it might be
preferable to have these 
sites span the range from
information-rich to information-poor. Selection criteria

for test sites should include:
 

A demonstrable degree of mission interest in the 
use
and management of development information (both

internally and programmatically), and
 

A 	willingness 
to provide financial and administra
tive support to the establishment or strengthening of
 a 
local DIC function, particularly in the 
form of
 
qualified staffing;
 

* 	Developing procedures for inaugurating proactive provision of fie.Ld-relevant information products and 
services
to 	 field missions. 
 This would include the development

for all selected missions program profiles and, based on
the profiles, site and 
program-specific information

packages for dissemination from CDIE. 
 It 	 also would
include procedures for linking ODIS and DI personnel 
to
mission support activities within AID/Washington,

including participation in annual country program justification and approval meetings (Directors' weeks) and the
provision of inputs to PID and PP review meetings;
 

*e 	 Testing and contribution to the selection of technologies
(especially software) for dissemination to missions and,later, to participating institutions in developing coun
tries; 

* 	Organizing 
the training and technical capabilities that
 are likely to be called 
on 	to provide technical

assistance to participating~missions; and
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e Developing 
and expanding on arrangements for 
 access to
other pertinent databases.
 

Phase Two
 

Phase 
Two of the project will last for 
approximately two
 years. 
 During this period, implementation should proceed on the
 
basis of groundwork laid during Phase One, 
and many of the acti
vities begun 
then will continue. 
 The most important of these
 
will be:
 

6 Implementing 
ODIS initiatives 
in the selected USAID
missions. Although a minimum of nine USAID test sites are
specified above, 

at 

more may be approved for participation
the discretion 
of the project director if field
interest is sufficiently high, 
if the project director
believes 
the project can support an increased level of
effort, and if 
 CDIE can 
provide effective backstop
support. Implementation during this phase will focus on
provision of technical assistance and training support to
missions in support of the development of effective local
information availability 
and use. Missions
expected to provide space, 
would be


personnel, 
and the necessary
management commitment 
to the project objectives
outreach-oriented, of
mission-based development information
management and dissemination capabilities;
 

* Providing continuing feedback to CDIE regarding 
mission
information needs and expectations, and assisting CDIE in
defining appropriate response procedures and packages;
 
e 
Monitoring evolving information management techniques and
information technologies 
 for potential application in
ODIS project activities;
 

Engaging in appropriate outreach
s 
activities, both 
at
project sites and other locations, to facilitate project
expansion as rapidly as system capabilities will allow;
 

e Evaluating 
 the project 
 and modifying strategies
accordingly, 
including the establishment of guidelines
for evaluating mission-level programs 
and determining

levels of continuing support;
 

• Preparing 
 for general replication of field sites
according to established criteria that should include:
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The level of USAID mission institutional interest, as
indicated by current information-related programming

and by a willingness to cost-share local inputs, and
 

The capacity of CDIE aid the ODIS project to 
 support
 
an expanding level of effort;
 

* Nomination, by missions, 
of developing country counter
part institutions for participation in Phase Three
implementation. Selection criteria should include:
 

The nature of the established relations between 
the

institution and the USAID mission in the country,
 

The degree of interest expressed by the institution
 
and its potential for meaningful utilization of the
enhanced capabilities that the ODIS 
project would
 
help it acquire, and
 

The potential value of improved information services
 
to the institution and its clientele.
 

Phase Three
 

The third 
and final phase of the ODIS project should last
 
for approximately two and one-half years until the end 
of the
 
project's proposed five-year contract period. 
 Specific activi
ties of Phase Three will include general expansion of DIC-related
 
technical assistance and training to as many missions as ODIS and
 
CDIE capabilities 
will allow. Project activities from the
 
earlier two phases will be continued, with particular focus 
 on
 
helping USAID 
missions to manage their own information systems

and access the information networks 
(AID and non-AID) with which
 
they have been linked. Attention should also continue on project

contributions 
 to the ongoing effort to enhance the relevance and
 
accessibility of AID's own institutional memory.
 

New activities during Phase Three will focus on 
 issues of 
programmatic outreach by missions to support information 
initiatives by host-country counterpart institutions. This 
activity will begin selectively, but should have the objective of
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strengthing the support system the
to point that it can
 
ultimately incorporate 
all those participating institutions 
in
 
developing countries that USAID missions are prepared to 
 support
 
programmatically.
 

Within this context of project expansion, the primary focus
 
during Phase Three must 
be on institutionalizing 
 and
 
internalizing 
the system as a continuing part of AID's program

operations, that 
is, on ensuring sustainability of the effort
 
following termination of special project-funded status. 
 This
 
will 
require attention to providing continuity in management and
 
resource 
commitments and thus to ensuring integration of 
effort
 
within CDIE, at the AID/Washington bureau level, and among

individual participating USAID missions. 
 The exact nature of
 
this effort will depend on the way the program has evolved during

its first two phases and should be a major 
focus of project
 
management.
 

REVISED ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGET
 

The following budget is premised 
on the recommendations
 
presented in this report. 
 Many of these recommendations concern
 
the integration of the ODIS project into ongoing CDIE activities
 
and thus assume the availability of financial and other resources
 
outside the project budget to contribute to the accomplishment of
 
project objectives. The following budget is 
 intended to be
 
generally indicative of the level of new funding that is 
 likely
 
to be required 
to enable the project to meet the 
objectives
 
outlined for it in this report.
 

The illustrative budget suggests general funding levels for
 
each of the project's five 
years, broken down broadly by

categories of expenditure. 
 Certain important assumptions
 
underlie compilation of this budget:
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e 	Positions for 
 the project director, regional
coordinators, and administrative assistant will be filled
for the entire five-year term of the project. The two
technical assistance/training staff will begin with Phase

Two. Initial salaries will be on the order of:
 

Project director: 
 $55,000

Regional coordinators (2): 
 35,000

Technical assistance/training staff 
(2): 25,000

Administrative assistant: 
 15,000
 

For planning purposes, it is estimated that fringe
benefits will load these base salaries by an average 
of
30 percent and that contractor overhead and fees will add
 an additional 90 percent of salaries plus 
 fringe
benefits. It 
 is 	also assumed that salaries and fringe
benefits will increase annually at an average of 6
 
percent.
 

e 
An 	average of 12 international project-related trips will
be made annually, some by project staff, others by CDIE
staff, 
and still others possibly by personnel working in
project-assisted DICs. 
 This travel is budgeted at an
 average first-year cost of $3,000 per trip for travel
 
costs. 
This travel will also involve a total of 360 days
of per diem per year, at an average first-year cost of
$100 per day. A 5-percent inflation factor is 
 assumed

for the second through fifth years of the project.
 

le It is anticipated that other travel in support of 
ODIS

project objectives 
will also be made funded from nonproject budgets, especially from DI operational funds
and/or Research and Reference Service and DIHF 
contract
 
funds.
 

" 	Significant financial and other support will be provided

to 
 the project from outside the project itself. This

includes office and
space facilities from CDIE/DI,
technical assistance and support personnel from DI,
access to the DIS, 
 and mission support. ODIS project

funds will be largely supplementary and are intended to
support project outreach functions, primarily technical
assistance services, communications, and training

materials.
 

" 	The project will require access to a Wang work 
station
integrated into current DI and 
DIHF activities and
project 
funds are designated for this. Microcomputers

for field use, where needed, should be funded by

missions. Equipment needed for mission programs 
with
developing country institutions should be included in

individual local project budgets.
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9 	Funds are allocated in the budget to 
 provide
discretionary project support 
to participating USAID
missions, particularly to assist missions in dealing with
whatev,. problems may arise during 
project implementa
tion. 
These funds might be used, for example, to enhance
especially 
important local materials collection. These
funds would not normally be 
 available to underwrite
ongoing 
operating costs although consideration could be
given to emergency support for a short period to 
prevent
the kind of temporary DIC staff cut required in Haiti due
to an 0 and E funds shortfall at the end of FY 1985.
 

The illustrative budget appears in Table 1.
 

AID POLICY AND MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES
 

There are many 
important policy and management issues
 
relating 
to AID's more effective use of the development informa
tion resources that lie beyond the scope of 
this project to
 
directly affect 
it. Given their immediate relevance to the
 
issues addressed in this report, the following section summarizes
 
these issues as seen from the ODIS perspective.
 

An 	unequivocal commitment by top AID management to make more
 
effective use of AID's institutional memory and other 
relevant
 
development information 
would do :ore than anything else to
 
ensure 
the success of ODIS project initiatives, provided that
 
this commitment were buttressed by the regulations and procedures
 
that would be required to make it stick. 
If this commitment were
 
made, it would be manifested in such ways as 
 the following,
 
summarized from the original strategy report.
 

AID/Washington
 

* 	Issue a policy statement dealing with the use of
development experience tnat establishes the parameters of

AID's role and interest in the subject.
 



TkBLE 1 

ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGET 
"- -....'(ig thousands of dollars) 

Line Items Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total 

A. Personnel 

1. Base Salaries 165,000 201,400 213,500 226,300 239,900 1,046,100 

2. Fringe Benefits (30%) 49,500 60,400 F1,100 67,900 72,000 313,900 

B. Travel 72,000 75,600 79,400 83,300 85,500 395,800 

C. Mission Support 

I. Camunications 2,000 2,100 2,200 2,300 2,400 11,000 

2. Supplies 2,000 2,100 2,200 2,300 2,400 11,000 
3. PR/Outreach 5,000 7,000 6,000 9,000 8,000 35,000 

4. S.T. Training/TA 10,000 40,00, 10,000 20,000 10,000 90,000 

D. System Development 

1. Software purchase 2,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 6,000 

2. Systems development 10,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 30,000 

3. Equipmnt purchase 20,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 60,000 

E. Overhead and fee (90% of A) 193,100 235,600 249,800 264,800 280,700 1,224,000 

F. Totals 530,600 640,200 643,200 691,900 716,900 3,222,800 
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e 
Issue guidelines supporting and assisting the development
of effective mission information centers, including position classifications that support the hiring of outreach
oriented information specialists.
 

* 	Impros the lessons-learned focus of synthesis and other
materials, emphasizing 
elements of interest to policy
makers as well as project designers and managers.
 

* 	Require staff responsible for proceedings of sector
workshops 
or other topical discussions involving AID
staff or outside experts to 
 prepare short summaries

similar to evaluation syntheses.
 

o 
Provide career incentives for demonstrated use of lessons
learned in program and policy design and management.
 

* 	Require 
strategy and project approval processes at all
levels to take incorporation of documented 
lessons
 
learned more seriously.
 

e 
Require authors of project papers, evaluations, and other
project-related reports 
to include a standardized

abstract emphasizing lessons learned.
 

* 
Adapt project completion reports, 
project implementation
reports, and USAID comments on evaluation reports to make
them more useful in terms of lessons learned.
 

9 	Establish procedures to encourage better document capture
by the DIS, including requirements that AID project and
desk officers forward copies all
of project-related

documents to DI.
 

USAID Missions
 

o 
Increase emphasis on documented use of lessons learned in
project development, design, and approval processes.
 

e 	In conjunction 
with the ODI.; project, strengthen or
create mission development information centers 
under
senior program-level supervision to oversee and 
manage
information collection, cataloging, and use.
 

e 	Require project officers to forward all 
project-related

documents to the DIS, through mission DICs where 
these
 
exist.
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Contractors
 

* Structure contracts for consultants to require and

facilitate investment of time (in Washington when
possible) to review information relevant to their
 
assignment.
 

* Require contractors to perform a DIS search 
prior to

preparation of project identification documents, project

papers, policy analyses, and other studies.
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ANNEX 1
 

OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION SUPPORT
 



- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -

ANNEX I 

OVERSEAS DEVELOPENT INFOR4ATION SUPPORT 

Logical Framework 

Narrative Sumnary Indicators Means of Verification Important AssumptionsGoals: To improvp the exchange of Improved access to and use of Existence of established anddevelopment-related information - development-related accepted -A. There are important differencesinformation betweenmeans of informationbetween AID/Washington, USAID in progeam transfer the task of developingand project design, an informationmissions, and selected counter- implementation, an evaluation by Evidence in 
archive and the tesk of supportingproject-related documentspart institutions in developing effective information managementAID, USAID missions, and their andthat relevant Information has been used
countries use.
counterparts 
 as a resource
 

upa----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------is
B. Effective informatior: use in the field
Purposes: not dependent on the psence of hard-
A. To utiliz'e AID's institutiunal Evidence copy or microfichethat the lessons of library cc~lections.menory (lesscis learned) and -Project documentsexperience ere incorporated in
other development -Project evaluationsinformation project plannirv C. Effective informatiun managementand implementa- and resources to imprtve USAID use in the field istion a prograixatic Issue 

with a direct link to the quality ofmi s s i on capacities for project proga d e s i n an t h eee a i on
design, management, andevaluation program design and impleentaton. 

B. To provide access to infor-
 Programmatic outreach from USAID 
 -Missioa CDSS statements
mation that many developing missions to counterparts to 
D. Assisting LDC institutions to improve


countries cannot afford to -Annual budget submissions accessprovide information not previously -P!Ds, PP. 
to and management of information 

produce, buy, or publish and other 

available to them is primarily a mirion-level programmatic
planning .,'tments concern.
 

C. To provide assistance in the 
 Mission programs to build local
development of LDC institutional -CSS statements
capacities for information 
 -PIDs, PPs, and other
capacities to access and use management and use E. The effectiveness of ODIE field supportplanning documents 
 is directly related to the environent
information 
of.management, policy, and incentives 

D. To improve links between 
 Established mechanisnv. for -AID frcm AID management.development research policy guidanceand program/ incorporating information intoproject implementation -DI proceduresproject management -Mission capacity and procedures for 
information use 

- - -
 -
 -
 -




-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Outputs:A. Developuent and improvement of 
USAID mission developmenL infonna-
tion management and use 

B. Timely and appropriate retronse 
to field requests ftr processed
information or doctxnents 

C. Provision of broad,"'uir-

oriented development information 

reference services, acces. ;ng

AID's institutional memory and
other relevant inforntaiion sources 

D. Technical assistance to mission 

information management initiatives 
and to their host country counter-
parts 

E. Development or adaptation of 
Improved technologies for auto-
mated information access and 
management 

Inputs: 
A. Project staff 

B. Project funding 

C. AID/Washington a-- mission 
technical and management support 

-Increased emphasis on information -Status of mission development information use by mission management
-F.unctioning mission development 
information centers
 

-Shortened time between requests 
and fulfillment 

-Better qualit, and targeting of 
responses
 

Improved synthesis material, 

topical summaries, and customized
 
responses to field requests
 

-Project activities in mission 

support 

-Effective performance by 
project regional coordinators 

-Existence of systems appropriate
for mission and local counter-
part use 

-DI programs in technology 
assessment
 

Six staff as per implementation
plan, 

$3.138 million as per budget 

centers 
-Mission records 

-DI records 

-User feedback 

-DI system outputs 

-Mission feedback 
-Project records 
-Mission support to local 
information centers 

-Systems installed and used 
-Technical reports
-Mission-level terminals and 

system use 

Project documnents F. CI)IE will provide effective guidance,
backstopping, and technical support to 
proiect staff and actiyities. 

Project documents 

G. Project funding will be available 
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ANNEX 2
 

USAID HAITI PROGRAM PROFILE
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ANNEX 2 

USAID Haiti Proqram Profile
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support to 
the private secttor, and supporting the
 
establishment of an Investment Authority to promote

investments geared to domestic and export markets.
 

2. 	5 Eri) i rorent/Natural Resources (.,2X) 

. Re c e and ul timately re.,ers.e the process ,,f
 
de-Forestat ion and soil1 
ero.i on
 

2, Fr... i de of F-f rm emp i oyrmert op:,r o tur i t i es to reduce the 
nr ed to farm mar.9inal hi 1 ] ide l a.d

F'rogram elements inc1lude reforest.ation, 1 bor-i nten .',

approaches to road maintenance and other rural
 
infr.structure 
 rro.jects, oi con.erv'.tior ad watershed 
Tan ae r,n;.t ad i o rra n a.gemen t, proodu t i on ar d
 
proces.s.ing pr.ac'tices in coffee farming 
 a.rd ma.rketing
promoting th t ,i or of higher-:.yie ding seed v .'arieties, 
encoura_gene t of upland 1 ivestock prcductin, and use of
 
radio extefion programs.
 

2.6 EnerQ>y (Q2%) 

1. Promote market pricin for energy suppl ies 

i.,, I izationo :f small farmers to plant fa.t g:rowin tree. 
to mee t +ue 1wood neec. 

Procgra.rm elerents include technical ass i.stance t:, the Enery.'
Ministry::/ to identify new appr.aches to energv upply

inc ludi rc conser...at i or measures 
 anrd al ternat ive ner.gc. 

in C.DE.. W k. na . in other pr,-,,gram secto-rs in FY 6-87 Action P"lan. 

Areas of Prioritty Development Concern
 

S . E 0 i c:; a-.,,4.I1 F' ,:, 


o 	Impro.in, the buc-eting of recurrent costs 

, 	Tax,, r hatrin:eraw, y l. onr-: ep rt crops an.rod 
t.ax, on food imp,-,r t.s), 

*i	pub l I anid or ''ate c,:, er, i on (e pec i a 1 1 t:, i ncr ease
 
role o:f NGO.s in deu i:,rren t ,
 

* 	Agriuture market structure irmprco..'erermet 

http:Impro.in
http:Procgra.rm


!/ :' 
i, '.} f . "
,<':iS t-, ,s, 4%:i!: 4 !% ,y. :.'!F .4,i "l "i-i " 

: .LAU,.
 

if>;!: C,! , ?-,! . 

31.2 Pr ivate Sector Development 

o Establishment of mission office of Private Enterprise ;
 
Development (1981)
 

Development of intermediate cre-d it stitutiors
 
(agriculture, housing, etc.)
 

C r i bbe n B F.inrI n it i t i ve i l adIcn Fo'r. icn" 

-r~at Ern t r-p r- i Frodiu t ivi C-n ri . ,
Inve stmen t u thor i t :, n on-t r adi t i on. prt 

(aro - industrx ha-ndicra+ts) 

1ns:ti tu t i ,:naI Deve I i:me n --

o,ovo ernment. inst i -u t i or,s Eureau o riI,.. - di t tl in, *r, ' 
of. He.a=lth rand Pcpulat ion) 

'oNGOs.
 

'4 Tech n 'oo Tr ans+er -. .i 

. o Agr.i cultural product i vi t>' tech nulo og i es_. 'nd r..i n, s >,s, t'i.-s 

o Livestock procmrams 

o Health ar,d p,c=iIat ion 

o RuliralI infra-:struicture t 
1.Er er.g,,:con serva t i Ite r nat "nd aln ei 

W- Research Prliorlities Initiative- 

r~criu~ua I crh
 

t~qrt 1ir i e R
Ik. e uo Center: for Agri cu I tural Research 'and Dc.oi-umen tat ion 195T3) Cii..-ii~f~irii 

'"-"under umbre I a of na:kt io rial a'.ig ui tur a I ui ivr- E." "iffiifff~ 
if~ ~ l I..irdiae~~a aer icquIl t ur'I re 'a r :J ' e1- -.:4,n~±.rd. o'r 2!i~ 

~ rig ~. i'' ef -iefif-if if t ~da P v r Cf.1ii": if~r 

'- ' Hi i I f> 1def u e +a if 

r'if, '~ "'if '' 'r 

--~~~~; If it 
nd 0n Cm~'ipit~-inif. 


c r~ oif ng d ,f a n.mI r ec if f 4 ~ ip i f., 
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4.2 ,HeaIth and Population Research
 

o ma ar i a p arasite sensitivity to anti-malarial drugs 

"program
management and design research encompasing primary
health care, malaria control, and family planning 

- Newa and Proposed Projects 

o Local Resource Development (4 '$. $12 million 

- purpose to support an i nst i tu t i onal structure for the 
efi':icrt del of l.cal services.ba on the 
pr i nc i'ple.s of pafrt icipa tr> developrrDn. .,
de centr ali ze d pl anning .and a.drriinistr,.iti'r 

- - outputs decentr a l:ized i ni str>'- o+ F'l:.an Re'i o al A 
- Development Authorities; water/soil resources. 

development; a Participatory' Devel;opmeit Fund tosupport 
dialg... w th beneficiaries; and research into, irrigation.. ... .t4..:: :, .,:, s lc iol og>iy, :-. 1 dce .)~opme n t -ar- ti c i pa..t i on,, and +.fLFm i n-'0) -:,)!i 

,o Coffee and Cacao Production, 'l yr.,$.4 mill-;',n) 

-u rpos, : to pur -u. H n i t i - o r r..rar. tI ve: , kn tare oa e 
expo . r. r- i:,ien t e "d , ,: , ,v i-.c.-irEe 1:. b.p - " . 
r e ni i or i ,n thhe i r pubI i' c h.'. prr i id ,ri.t . 'rSupport
insti rtut i s 'fcrt resea:_trche e.xo en. ,or, and t i's ;E rr mo t o n 

;J of mar ket in,:ntiwe oDE:,, Ag-v 0epca 4~ i 'i Fu IInst n~~~+t . i- IO' 

outputs: 

r, eH. .=.r.ch.,:-xtens i on., and rim:krke p i.tnd e

. . pol-ic, analysis.; product ic,, 
'.r-1:.totn r--

into impa:9cs of jexpoi--t' ta4x' polics- rn kim1Yl
producrtoioc'n -arid i c ime, ' 

, 

. . . 4 
o Popul at ion forIP 1 Devel opment:~(4v~.~..m1'; M i . n , 

pur p ose cre t bro..,J m'u 1t. 101 p r, -r P'.p r Or 
n i Ll r j p p!1Iat ion o I i c:icQri i 

1i 1 en t in Hit i i 

niJd e r-i t s Fr, ernh Ene d 6 verr rt,ln t .d .I.a pr i va.I 
*~ ~~*i~ u kn i e ~ c r,d~e r :Ri4' c' r 1" s~'ud r FF.,1: i.'cr7 

a'C 01r s n 4 e ve cspien t -=k S t imurl of et~. r ,{4'rnu :_:.t ion r± rii sV...i.: i 
=Uppo g J .:d.n 1xo r -. ' 'cr, n' riF 1 pul iI 

C~,Il[ci e~Von,, pLo. u 1a on grc. tII 

-D Pr i vate Enterprise Matiagemen t Cen ter r- 2 51.r's 
k~~rIf 1 

' 

M n ' :' U' ' "' V1 V V, 

;C. ~ '; f '~c~ j g .~ q '~V "..4 V 

http:services.ba
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-purpose: 
 provide management training and other support
elIeme nts to, en trepreneurs to support /Private sec tor. 
business development 

-outputs: 
 creation of a private sector management 
tra in ing -And project packaging service center, 

o Nontraditional Export Development (M >'s 25 i I I i ', 

-purpose: irncretia,=e opportuni!-' ies +or rural;. arid urbA~nPmp 1c:',men tand] i -dent i y new ,Sc'1U re oi.0f T:~,, exnCin
b- increasinci handicraft sha: re o+~ current exports 

- Iutpuits: design and mainuf.actur'e of hzrnd-rn=_e pr'cdu'-t: 
- for h igh value market in U'3 

o Ivetmet uthori ty: (4 >r .$2.5 rl ion) 

-p urpose: i n trgra e pub] ic./pr i1,v.:Bte sec tor e.xport' and
investment promotion 

,..

efforts in Haiti by providing a: 
one--stop investment service and by identifviing and
 
securing new investment opportunities <
 

-o'utputs.- or an iztion of ,inlorma't-ion 'r k hop s tr' 
the 'Cil and the impro:'ernent' 10 po 1 of proc' -duresfrpr'z;.'rrovdemn 1 z.:et:~c t~'nn;\n uttheri S~~r
;Jocujmo_7,nta=it icn a-,nd a s[tin in i iden t i f. ing rec*.:r',
indu<Str i al i n-rzstruc tUI',ii: cor in ve S ur.F 

o NGO Support III 1 ",r $34 m ilI I i 

a ct i k)i t e 
de 1i I olp mien t 

inc I Ude a qUa u I tuir. d'' 'p~rr C: r '*:P ' m 'i s-e d mu1 I t ipIiIc. i'on , .: -'- r ks'ld.rn s 
ReoreCen ter +famri I> pIannin .. 1:6c h b'r, - i-0 

:'rmmun i t dee 'rpment and'.s 1 r.u'g - ibi I i 
n
:; sej tu rIn:::;': ::: :i tp 1,om -tin i. I:s 

..-

rfi, h c-i r.i .p7 o:.Vii " .:!i:>,: f :'?iii 

7;. : p : nv l en s tviLe , y :id fying ";:: ::: ;:;
 

cTargeted Waters~hed M.anagi-rnent I ' iVI'' 1 l icn' 

- irp ue: to tr.f- Lrrl -c,~ L'~'4~~Lh..':.f 

elu ri.r 
i' i, t i ,d 

I I '' ,i 

S* 
-h± ni :k I 

l 
iri T 

I 
M I f)cserr ,j I . 

' 
A 

pr- t nd pr. itn a n "jer n-''de m>±' r. z<Thpl npc.J. r! 

.,e.n ,. I'e vne I ,gn Iz i .Iof hn C r nf ri ' ' ,de v e' 

http:ks'ld.rn
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hillside conservation units and water users' 
assoc i at i ons; and technol ogy transfer, so i 
conservation, and farminQ system establishment to 
implement improved hillside production on selected
 
"demonstration sites." 

o Ag Development for Small Communities (2 $rs.
$1 mill i-n)
 

- purpose: to organize farmers ;n key i. ter.sheds into
 
1c i a3=.Eocc,c, ati c ns ckaci-ble ,:,f oper..titing a.nd maint.a nino 
agr icultural i nfra-tructure and procurin,; .-. gropriate 
product i on inputs. 

- cu tpu t-.: increase in f armer incomes and the buildino ci 
lccal develo ment insititutional capacit.:.. 

o Rural Information Systems for Pol icy Analysis (4 2rs
million),
 

- purop-=e : re i nfc',rcc the capa.- i t::' of the flat in Ial

Statistical Institute undertake
to an ongoing prcocr am o.f 
data collection and analysis in the rural sector 

- outpu F capab i 1 ity .ithin the Ministry of Plan to
 
ccl lect, assess nd .-,nal ze 'dat.. on - -ub.iects of

household pr'cduction and ccn Eumption, empl,-:..rrient and
 
m-Anpo-,.Aer, 
 and related areas; nat ic nal1and household 

urt..e.. i 1 1 be under taken and ree ar.h in 7..-.._t
 
cci Icc t ion procedur es r ;-r.frmed,
 

o Agricultural Outreach Development (4 w'r-. -5 mill ion) 

- purpo.se : i ncreas e a m i ,me and en hn - on - arm
 
corn.sumr t on thrc,u 1h the app I, -. t 1. 
 cf mCr. e
 
cos t -e Te, t i V.e te c h n,- c '
 

e - ou Pu s tr en r th enc- pr. iate an , p ibl i c -e,- tor 
in sti tut ,n s in-lued it aqr i cul 1ural e:. : =i cn
d Ie1.c om,? n t a n d d i -s-e m I n at i on t c :-n I c,c DI. a e 
th i mp.- t on t he r, cp .c, tcc-tr. 1on--tm 
rrciduc-e an: make ;-'. i 1 arn Ie oodq f i ber-. a : c r.
 
a.3,-ro- - ndus tr i I] pr'crdu- ':=.
 

o Soil Conservation and Irrigation Management 5 .rs, :.Z 

c " S u er: ii - rner I n : m. -E,7a 3' h e cc 
ct-onuc-t.;:c n cc r c-,-. cr orr, nt i trr. iT rc 
.H.. i i " -aa t, to, u tnde r t 3i, e . I1 .nd eatr. m.n a.qeP - nI 

-- o'i t .,ut-: mo I i or1 as fi tr.a. n t .,-~n aA-. . t.
 
for up-.tr eam pr-,tect ,:r. '; -. h --oi c,- n e :.. . ,

tion i n-Fr -struc tre ; the trr eng tr in,rI no and
 
decen tr a! t c H"z2:4 re i n -,r.c i ng
,-n .heo,:,h' 

http:purpo.se
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district-level offices to manage watershed projects; and 
identification and implementation of 
appropriate policx,

technical, and organ i zat ioral changzes 

o Private Family PI-nning Resource Center (4 ,'rs. $2
 
mil 1 ion)
 

- purpose : to create a resource cen ter to encourag, 
support, and coordinate priv.a te sec tor family"pli:anning 
activities through ti-ie H.i t ia r F.ril .v Pl.anr in 

- outputs: dee lopment of a pri,,ate fami : lann ing 
resource c-en ter to coo di ra te FP r, ,r,,. t on,ri, er c,
and operati,-,r al r esearch; pro..'.iide support through

•ubgr an to pn I ,.ate gir :ups;-. 'r mote Awa' n ess of the 
impact of populat ',.rn or e ... ir rrrer, andgro,,.th the 
-ocio-econ mic indicators and erve as .a reference 
fac Iity" r ':.u .t I on,. ami l.ann in m, t er.. 
ac-e.s. Ie t: the public 

o Targeted Community Health Outreach (4 yrs. $13 million)
 

- purpose: to strengthen the capaci ty of the MOH to plan,
implement, and e.,aluate targeted programs. 7o resolve..'e 
efficientl.y and c:ost-efTfect ,.e 1,. prior, i t:. 'jlbl i,: he.al th 
prog~ra;ms. 

-U tputs: a. emer t Irr ve.m...,ere nt thr ough MIS deve lop r 
for admini strative ' -. e-.i e .a.nd im j.. _. - & . ic 

development through traiin i n,: n.-ce, use 
of ,ITr 
nd ., r .'. r e s.ource-s..; ,o -ir.ati o-. i re-e ,: n ,n o..r i , 

and help res. , e: ,r it a1 im ,eimer n:o -er.i 
del i ,.e .:'' arid irpact ; anci -:r. e.e, he. l b: n-,,:. i , nr d-. 

o Expanded Malaria Control ,N . iri 1ll o.
 

- ourpose: to hel the 31H imp le er, t .: e d 
cos.t-effective malari a control a ti .. itie 

- cut puts: e:x:panded ep idemiologi..cal s.,-, i,. n:,ac ,: i, .y,evalua-t ion;I enha: nced u t iili za, o.,n o!-::, ,cmrn,i t ..
volunteer s for cas.e re.atrrent, pubi iV:r- . ,and:cornmun,r, 
=.elf-proteo: , c : I C ; HIS de,.i .,me ,t; . ,d
cont-inuled opr ational.-u'9. resen:- r.,." ,... -'. .P ,p,: V-o",r9.71 
r, p' . +,-r rr,.r,- -, * i aran as i t e re . n e o r, , - l 

o 

-t.chnoi. .es. 

Ince r tives to, irrprcve pr i mary education 
rpi I i,'.; e 

purpi-: : 'Jp,-,-r'Sma r rip .- -.:,i~ mt: edo,:uc-. . 

Q"', . 

o i n,-rr run-. 

'- 1 

] are. . 

- r,. _. 

http:V-o",r9.71
http:gro,,.th
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-	 outputs: support to US ard Hai ti based PVOs engaged in 
primary: education 

o 	 NGO sirpport IV (I >r. $4..65 mill ion) 

-	 actii ties in::lude deelorpmen t of a. Ha i t i. .r Tr .,de and
Fir arn I:Co, ':''-e. to I f i - er- I d 'e . .ment ard pr im.r.-, 
hea tn c.9.re ser..'ice 

FY "1987 

o 	 Hillside Farming Outreach 11i :rs. $30 mill ion) 

-	 purpose. to ,h._.n'ie the rdut i:or -- tterr . off h I l side 
+.-.-.rme r -. ~r~' - . the i i ,:-, .'I- i .,
hl~ater .;heds. ..,-, ,. - . -ii ze arm er.- F-r h imp eme r i orn 

I ",n -oI IF!j F : 

c- so i1-c or,; r'.,'i n , inc :me- ,erer , IIn r i - de .rrr:k i in 
t e- h nc- I ,,ii e E 

-	 outputs: funding of one or more coordinating PVOs to
make subgrants to local PVOs; maintaining a central 
h s i de./-oi -cornn er-.,a.t ion resource center ':'r r
tech-: . si te ?.n.=.. ::'.-j -. er..i ce. and .=-er ing .=- .

Se_ .ri nh u..e for. techni: cal i,-.,n an-rmata.9.d pro'..'idin 
,ira ntee .s. i th f i l 'e - er...' i e anrd te,:hn i c.. .. I 

in the irrp ] emen t.at i on of 1,:.-1 h i 1 1 .. e...-ub-...,at er-=hed 
mpr:,o.., em en t i i t i - vQE. 

o 	 Targeted Community Health Outreach (5 -. I-1 3 mil i ,1on. 

-	 c,ur,p ;,9 : to In -e..-.e .,e,: e.- o- r.u.- . i_ .n ta - . Hs 
c - -e ?-,: t i 1.)e ri m;.'.'I .ic. tr :-, r,c , ,zt -- I 

the p r imar.- .Icc . -c- m',F ta, t.v, ...Frd m:,.- d tv , ' 
t r.e n git hen i n g the c.p : i t . "-f pub 1 i , rnn ,. r-r...te . , t r.

h .: th insti tuti,',n.= t Pnl.n, I m-, lemIni tt. ,d en .. .,.1 

.er.ice-.; to incre. .se the + i nanc i .
 =e I -F-.-.uj i c i enc,.-- 

he a1 tn car- i n-st i tu t i on.s : .nd t o re a l 1,:,c .te u- I ! : i n ,dDr'r.e:,,.. a t;.,-,u r.,: etrv'e rr;':ur-:es-. tto:, .9dJ .e .-.s m a o r. h a I t h ,. r. ptr,,z IeI,;ahrs r-~ ':rFi Ithar-pr:em 

-	 ,u p u1 r. e r, -4.t :n c h- t ch cos .t r.ec,,-u , th r., ,r.,h
ce--or.-se-...' ,F. ari. r .ui, - .: or , i i CirI 
c,- ntr - I z e pr.-c,!-.ram bud t-!e i r,, : ,F-. l..r: h I th-- .=. 

7;.tA:r r' : mat i -..," th p.r,;-.Z he.:,. ! th 
•- : i e .n- . c t i ,r. cod m luri 

o 	 Agribusiness and Rural Enterprise Expansion .4 ''r'., 
mi i,:,F.n1 

-	 p,: r-p cc, i n r. .. e erlr,-. .:1 :.., t , i' h - r - f ._UsR:, 
h r -,t . !. l . n r. i ka te se,: tor i nvc tm -, t s ir 

r i t 1..inesr, - . ar d r. u r.a I n te r p r i s.e r r o...; e, t E=. 

.3 

http:i,:,F.n1
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- outputs: training and advis or> services through
r1 a , e iri.. 'r du 	 HFC) ; re.e 

the nt a d c r .urh 
s.ervice. ,i n production processes.; credi t services
through the 	 ,eve I opmen texi st i ng F i nance Corpora t ion or
Ha i t i an Deve I opmen t Foundat ion; market i nc as.s istance 

Other Pro.i ects vi ith Informat ion Comconen t 

o 	 Rural Health (FY 79-85 $16 mi IIion.
 

- collection of basel ine 
data on inifant mortal i t.' and 
inc i den ce of+ di s-eases and ma I nu tri t i on amnc ch 	i Idr en 

o 	Agricultural Development Support 
II KFy 7C-:34 14 mill icn) 

-	 re=_e._.rch aknd i and di s in .t i or,
d a9t -a 

stat i S.ti c s; a r, n. m-e of 

o Resource Training Center (FY ,'_-34 '1.5 mill ion)
 

- establishment of Resource Training Center 
to 	disseminate
 
information on success-Ful training .,.ppn.-.he. throuch 
pu bI icat ion s 

o 	Agroforestry Outreach 
 ,F, 1-85 1!15 mill icn
 

- co llection cof dat on 
fce..t: on in Hal i; eti:..bl i.hrent 
,cfAgr,-fore_.tr- Re-.e ar.ch Center 

o 	Groupement Pilot Pro.ject- .F",'-I-- '425
4 mill ion.
 

-	 _, , d - ,-t.-. : end- ,-:- .
 ...u -, .. .-n e .' ,_ i,.., .- o 
.maI 1 pe a t .eIf-h : Ip gr ou p 

o Management of Malaria .'F" 2-37 ..: mill ion
 

- epidemiolica a,.Iysi s of
: :n ,-ata to ce term rIe . -, y 
of ma in -. a.- ,Iaria e1ected 


o 	Technical Consultants Training 
 ,F" -. i m, on.,
 

-	 de .= g. n ar,d te . ti ng c.f .-mrn . C,eme t 1 .,-r .o-.n :,. -- t r 

o 	Radio Agriculture Extension Programming ,F
 

- r ,dic, tro.dc ..t . to di _.em i n.te . u1 ur . -F,,m::c 	 . 
and t-echnol or:.

o 	Agroforestr>, Outreach IfI ," 
' -,:
 

- e. 4.tI.bl i.hmen t of a teahn, ic. I d..1,:. bas.e o-, d : e e,-n;,t 
B=.pPc ies to Ie te.-hrn I, e d:comp e 	 re .,,ur1 cu 

http:Agr,-fore_.tr
http:ppn.-.he
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6 Evaluation Schedule 

6. 1 FY 19%, 

*'Agr'iculture: Agrofor estr>, Outreach, Interim Swine 
Repapulation, and Goat Improvement 

* Private Sec tor: Dev.,elopment Fin.c.n e Corpor.a tion 

* Human Re.our:e De,..'elopment: hrb.:,n H.-w 1 h..C:,mm ni t 
e:velo,:pmert I , Famrni 1:, PRa nin Outrech. Rural Heal th 

Del ivery S:ystems, Communi ty. Heal th Outr..:h I1 

6,.2 FY 19'7
 

*' gr i cu I ture: Stren ther i,, Rur. Crei S-ervices. Local 
Resour:e De,.elo ment 

* Private Sector: Haitian De.elopmrent Founda.tion, , ft.-
Export Promotion, Managernen t and Produ:tivit y Center, 
Haitian Mortgage Bank 

* Human Resource Development: Primary Education, Empiloyment
 
Ski lls Trainirng
 

- - 'p 



---
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SuTma-y Proc=-m FunD=id. Table 

P"'C2" 7:'£L 	 PROJECT FY Y TCTAL rRCn-SE. 
I fUMEEi INL FNL 	 PRcJ£ r cosT cE .sAT:C,,s csi...,r-,&s .4 . .L.,T6 

6 OHL OEL AUTh PLANNEF FY F, 	 . 

A.SRICUL7UE. R.RAL DEVEL.r'ENT AND NUTRITION 
RCE m 0EVEL-OF.E:LT AND EUPPGRT 5 521-0000 7.4 C - --- . 
.N.,..,,ATE:3-,.. L JEEL0P..ENT 6 !21-)076 76 25 90 -"0 4,07. 

Q_~AE 6:~~U~: JIV73 16 76- ,80n,0

!..C . .. :i-S'7 73 ; 3103,- 5) ... 

T V-16ThEN :N i5L CE:, iERV1CES 5 5 l-1-OIT 81 87 4,W'200 ,600 1,1000 
2. 	.RECH 1-')'11, 00 

E 5,.-1, aZ 12,.00 5o " 
AGRuF. ,RESTif 	 S +...-3,.009,t 71) ,,1,5 1!!') 

, BS Z2,500 

]2',-OU 6 67 

L REECURCE ZC::ECF~NT 5 5,., as as. 1,",00 
,,f .*, E .4 0. 1,-', Ra a 1)3 ., 

Cr.",,,ITv 	,ATER iYST-S EV.L'.PNT 34 6,001) 6,,)01),.s" ,. 

1-,1 3 3,303 6,000 :, 
;.'6LE.,.E FAR1S 0TEt"H 6!11-0137 97 97 -- a,, ...... 

TAREETE; 4ATE.iSHE "",iSEENT 1 G 521-011 9 4, - ,;.V,96 - ,0' 	 ..
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USAID Haiti Information Package Categories
 

1. 	Agriculture and Rural Development
 

o 	 hillside/watershed management and soil conservation 

o 	 f.r--rr ina systems= rese.arch and exten.=.ion and other 
acr icli tur.l technologu development 

o 	 .4.,gr, ,jr-estr y (coffee and ca..cao", r .e-:.r,-h 

2. 	 Human Resource Development
 

o 	 alternate health care deliver:-i :
 

ofee-±or-care experiment.
 

o clpu-tion progrrarm rep ortin,i.*moni torino procedures 

c,private sector financing mechanisms for primary education 

3. 	 Private Sector
 

o 	 strer,gther inc the rranaoerment and oper.a1+ior 0.f
 
ntermed i..e credit in-ti tutions
 

* micr.-, -industrial developrent
 

o n-or-tad i tional exo:r o
r-rn-in 

5. 	 Research Issues 

o ta.. pol , i es t.o su'p,_-,r t f.a.rn-i eve I prc'duct i on and ir,:rne' 

- irri ciat ion sociolo ' .ci: of cati, "rem-z(inter'acti"n irri 

.. i th communi, ty par ticip-tion-'man-aciemerint
 

o establ ishment of ak te:chnical datab.,.._-.e on tree .,,ci 

.6 Support to Haitian Institutions with information processing 
roles
 

o Cer, t- r or .c4r icu I tu a lr1 e2-.e.r h -,dr, c ume t - i i ,,r: 
a. ir ,:CU u' r .: i r .. se .::r, aii-r ,d . d a t . i , n 

I t: ar, 
,, . i: o n .I i. .. ' A.s r u t 

"
 

,.', =. .-- r, e 

I 

Cr 	 c' o S n ' i nI r, i i -:k] , ilr 

c Pr. fte En terpr =e Mar.:n.cemen t Cen ter- te,_hn i,- .A .u ,port 
s,'..'ic ec.- for p r ,.. . te .. e~',zto r 
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ODIS-Haiti Field Visit Issues
 

Mission 
Information Center Configuration

I.I Organizati on 
1.2 Management
1.3 Collection (information 
access, processing, and control)1.4 Information 
sources
 
1.5 Budget
 
1.6 Technology
 

2 Mi = ,-: Feedback to DI 
2.1 
 Document submission
 
2.2 Reaction 
to DI services
 
2.3 Reaction 
to ODIS Strategy Paper
 

3 DI Information Support
3.1 Service Information
 
3.2 Request/ordering Formats

3.3 Communications with Mission
3.4 Priorities (selezcti.itv and product ty'pe)3.5 Abstracts/summar-ies/s/ntheses, 

etc.
3. 6 External Dat.abases
 
3.7 Relation 
to local Collection
 

4 Mis.sion Pr'ooram. in In-form.ation Man aerent4.1 Description of information Services
 
4.2 Support Requirements
 

5 Requirements analysis
5. 1 Countr..' Program Prof i le5.2 Information Needs,.'Resources Assessment

5.3 Information 
Package Configuration

5.4 Technical Support Requirements 
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ANNEX 3
 

TRIP REPORT FOR TRAINING TDY FOR THE
MISSION LIBRARIAN AT USAID/PORT-AU-PRINCE,
 

SEPTEMBER 2-11, 1985
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To: 
Maury Brown and Lee White, PPC/CDIE/DI
 

From : Karen C. Keyes, Senior Research Analyst, PPC/CDIE/DI
 
Subject: 
 Trip Report for Training TDY for the Mission Librarian at
USAID/Port-au-Prince, September 2 
- ii, 1985
 

1. INTRODUCTION
 

In conjunction with Phase 
I of the ODIS Haiti pilot project, I
was 
requested to provide training to the USAID/Port-au-Prince
librarian, Danielle Wahab, (and to 
a lesser extent, the library
assistant, Florence Prevost) in skills areas that the ODIS
contractor, Development Alternatives Inc., identified as 
ones which
will enhance the project's implementation. 
 The stated purpose of
the ODIS pilot project is to 
test approaches to improving USAID
Mission utilization of AID's institutional memory and other
development information resources. 
 Therefore, the focus of the
training 
I provided was primarily on outreach, reference, and
general users services, and to a lesser extent, on 
technical skills
such as cataloging. As far as 
technical services are concerned, the
Mission librarian is presently employing systems which work
adequately well given the constraints of the present situation.
will expand more on that later in this report.
 

The Mission library has been operating without either a budget
or 
a policies and procedures manual for 
the last few years,
resulting in library activities that have been somewhat erratic and
reactionary. 
 Because the ODIS project emphasizes a proactive
approach in meeting the information needs of the Mission, I spent
considerable time laying the foundation for 
a policies and
procedures manual as well as putting together two budgets.
first budget is The
for 1985 end-of-year funds, to be spent immediately
on library acquisitions, supplies, and equipment (Appendix A). 
 The
second budget is the annual 1986 library budget (Appendix B).
 

I have made reference to 
the Mission "libraryn throughout this
report, although the library's name has been officially changed to
the "Development Information Center" in keeping with CDIE's emphasis
on the enhanced role of the library within the Mission.
Appendix C, which is (See
a copy of an article I wrote for the combined
U.S. Embassy-AID-USIS weekly newsletter)
 

II. ACTIVITIES PERFORMED
 

Training
 

The specific training components of this TDY include the
following: users 
services, reference techniques, outreach and
 

I 
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marketing tools, collection development, networking activities,
AID/W services (CDIE), and library automation fundamentals.
Training was performed within the library and often while the
librarian was 
"on duty', which meant there were constant
interruptions from library users. 
 During this period, the newly
hired library assistant 
came in for a two-hour period most
afternoons and she participated in the discussions, 
as appropriate.
Training methods included discussions, i.e., 
current procedures vs
improved ones, readings from textbooks and journal articles, field
visits to other Port-au-Prince libraries, and sharing examples of
relevant information materials. 
 The timing of this training TDY wac
especially relevant, because Danielle had just returned from an
OAS-sponsored workshop in Guatemala titled, "Organizing and
operating technical information centers and services." 
 I was able
to expand on 
several of the themes that were introduced to Danielle
 
at the workshop.
 

Within the broad area of users services, I stressed reference
activities. The development of a core reference collection was
highlighted. Using suggestions from several sources 
(William Katz's
reference texts, bibliographies, and my pre-trip investigations), 
we
compiled a preliminary list, which Danielle has begun to order from.
(Appendix B includes some of the titles.) 
 We also had a few
discussions on reference interview techniques, using Katz readings
and an 
ERIC document titled, "The Process of Answering Reference
Questions," 
and examples drawn from my ten years of experience in
reference and research services.
 

In addition to the Mission librarian's reference role, we
spent time going over her role as 
the information intermediary
between CDIE and the Mission. 
We discussed all of the responses to
Mission information requests that DI research and reference staff
had completed, stressing the various approaches that were taken in
each case. My intention was to convey a clearer idea of what's
involved in answering a variety of information requests.
 

The subject of interlibrary loan was also discussed, and we
spent some time investigating ILL networks in the Caribbean region.
Prior 
to my departure, I spent time with Lee Clift, discussing the
Caribbean library network. 
 Lee, 
now with DI, spent five years as 
a
Peace Corps librarian in Grenada, and has 
a considerable knowledge
of the Caribbean library scene. 
 The University of the West Indies
network may prove to be especially useful. Lee was 
kind enough to
write down all of her networking thoughts, which I shared with

Danielle.
 

Networking within the Port-au-Prince information community was
also stressed. Local networking allows for the sharing of
resources, 
ideas and methods, eliminating the unnecessary
duplication of efforts. 
While Danielle has maintained ties with the
 

G\1
 



UNDP librarian, Huguette Pualtre, she feels that greater contact and
information exchange would be worthwhile. 

Ms. We spent a morning with
Paultre, brainstorming for exchange possibilities, and studying
the similarities and differences between AID's and UNDP's
development collections and information services. 
 In addition to
the UNDP visit, we 
met with the Cultural Officer at USIS, Rachel
Edensward, who shared her ideas about information exchange between
local information professionals; Gwili Posey, the librarian at The
Haitian-American Institute, gave me 
a 
tour of the library's
extensive holdings and shared a copy of her library manual; 
and
Denise We2stcott, 
the Peace Corps librarian, was also consulted. We
also made a trip to the U.S. Embassy's economic library, which
maintains a surprisingly small, somewhat out-of-date collection.
 

Training sessions also highlighted outreach activities.
Specific outreach products which the library will initiate include
a regular newsletter, occasional information bulletins on 
timely
topics, and a one-page Development Information Center handout 
to
present the services, hours, 
and general arrangement of the DIC to
users. Currently, Danielle is devoting some 
time to a clipping
service in which all development-related articles from the
Port-au-Prince daily newspaper 
are clipped and routed within the
Mission. 
 I spent some time discussing the concept of SDI
dissemination of information) and current awareness 
(selective
 

services, citing
examples currently used at the Cairo Missior.. 
 Also, we noted the
Haitian-American Institute's 

gets 

journal article clipping service which
a lot of positive feedback from users.
 

Collection development and acquisitions policies and
procedures is 
another 
training category that I stressed. In the
course of putting together the two budgets, we discussed specific
immediate and long-term collection needs. 
 Danielle keeps 
a file of
book and document titles that are 
priority purchases; with an
budget now, she has begun to place 
annual
 

these orders. In addition, we
discussed the overall goals of collection development within the
Mission. 
As 
the ODIS pilot emphasizes, Mission program and project
objectives should form the basis for any Mission library
collection. 
Using the Haiti program categories that The DAI
contractors compiled, Danielle has begun to 
think about ways in
which she will utilize them in acquiring both AID and external
documents. This is an area 
that will require much more 
time and
thought in the upcoming months; 
 I will continue to work with
Danielle on 
this issue.
 

Collection weeding is 
a topic that goes hand-in-glove with
library acquisitions, especially when there are space limitations
consider. to
The Haiti Mission library, no stranger 
to space problems,
has had to 
face this issue head on. Danielle and I weighed 
the
factors involved in document storage 
vs weeding. While an 
interim
solution may be found by using storage space in 
a room adjacent to
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the library, a long-range solution is sought. 
 As noted in DAI's
Phase I trip report, the library currently houses a considerable
number of irrelevant out-of-date documents; 
some of this number may
be historically useful within the Mission, a factor which must be
weighed in the final weeding policy. 
 Given the limited amount of
time I had in the Mission, I could give nothing more than a cursory
look at the collection instead of the thorough examination needed to
begin a full-scale weeding project. 
 Danielie and her 
-ssistant will
begin such a project based on our 
discussions.
 

Serials (i.e., periodicals, journals, annuals) collecting is
in 
a somewhat nebulous state at the present, and we made some
progress toward solving the related problems.
when the library had Several years ago
a budget of its own, 
there were quite a number
of serials subscriptions for both general development titles as well
as 
technical and sector-specific ones. 
 At present, the library
houses the back copies of these titles, most of which are inactive.
In addition, the various program offices have their own
subscriptions to many of the same 
titles, but no 
one within the
Mission keeps a master list of all such titles.
proposed: Two steps have been
one 
is for Danielle to 
track all serials subscriptions
withLn the Mission program offices, and the second is 
to order core
subscriptions for the library from a list which we drew up using the
AID Library serials printout. 
 Many of the serials on this core list
are newsletters which are available at 
no charge to Missions (many
are published by AID-funded PVOs); the library assistant has begun
to send a form letter requesting receipt of such serials.
 
Miscellaneous activities included a discussion of standard
library forms and their uses; 
I have sent copies of AID Library
forms which Danielle will adapt for Mission usage. 
We also
discussed the pros and cons of collection inventorying in
conjunction with a weeding project. 
 Inventorying any collection is
an extremely time consuming endeavor which involves checking the
master card file against actual holdings; if an
been performed before, such factors as 

inventory has 
never

shelf disorder can create a
nightmare situation.
 

As mentioned in the introduction, a Development Information
Center Manual to assist Danielle in the Center's operations fs
underway. 
 Given the brevity of my stay in Haiti,
complete the actual writing of the manual. 
we were unable to
 

Using the notes and
input I gathered at the Mission, I will complete the project this
fall.
 

We compiled an Action Plan for the Mission DIC, which outlines
specific objectives and gives proposed completion dates for each
objective. The overall goal of the Action Plan is to make the DIC
as 
proactive and responsive a Mission resource as possible, in
keeping with the ODIS pilot project objectives. (See Appendix D)
 

ck
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Briefings and Interviews
 

In addition to 
the training portion of my TDY, I conducted a
group briefing and several individual interviews.
 

I briefed all of the Program Officers (or their designated
representatives) on CDIE services and the ODIS pilot project and its
implications for the library and the Mission. 
 In general, the group
was quite enthusiastic about the possible implications of ODIS.
Since many of the participants were also recent DI 
users (submitted
information requests at 
the time of the first ODIS field visit), we
had a meaningful discussion of what CDIE is capable of doing,
especially the DI Research unit. 
 It was gratifying to have some of
the participants extol lavish praise on 
the responses they received
to their requests. Some asked questions on very specific things
such 
as AID document microfiche collections, the pros and cons of
adding a microcomputer to 
the library, the types of outreach efforts
that Danielle will be involved in, 
the Development Information
System (DIS) databases, centralization vs decentralization of
library collections, especially serials 
and the library storage

issue.
 

I also conducted several individual interviews with Mission
personnel. 
 I met with Kent Hickman, the Executive Officer of the
Mission, who is responsible for overseeing library activities. 
 I
got his reaction (basically favorable) to the two library budgets,
and discussed Danielle Wahab's enhanced role within the Mission,
i.e., keeping her abreast of program and project activities so that
she can upgrade the collection and better serve the users. 
 Hickman
admitted that because his office is not program oriented, it may not
be the appropriate place for the library; he 
recommended that
eventually it return to 
the Program office which had jurisdiction
over the library until fairly re 
ently.
 

I met briefly with Barry Burnett, Program Officer, who sought
me out after reading the memo announcing my presence in the
Mission. He expressed an interest in the training that Danielle was
receiving, as well as 
the overall program implications of our
efforts. 
 He also discussed the recent past when the library came
under his jurisdiction, but withheld opinion on whether or 
not the
library should go back to 
the Program office.
 

I interviewed a few of the people who recently requested DI's
services. 
 Lisa Matts had not had sufficient time to 
read the entire
information package that arrived, but she was quite favorably
impressed with the timeliness and thoroughness of the response,
which included a synthesis of AID and other donor experience with
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coffee production projects; she also felt that all of the documents
sent to her were "on target." 
 Barry Heyman was extremely
complimentary in his remarks on the two packages he received: 
 a
synthesis of development experience of preschool interventions in
the Third World, and information on PVOs as sources of long-term
financing for education in LDCs. 
 He especially appreciated the
researcher's efforts to both go beyond AID's experience and to
actually make solid points, e.g., attending a preschool program
affects subsequent performance in the following ways... 
 Richard
Byess reported mixed results with his two requests: he felt the
complete bibliography of all Haitian and Dominican Republic
dissertations was excellent, while his request for 
a complete
project-by-project profile of obligations vs disbursements of all
Haitian projects ever was incomplete. The Research unit is
currently following-up on this request, but it may be an
assignment. impossible
Jim Berezin requested additional information on shadow
pricing and evaluations of all development finance corporation

projects.
 

Follow-up
 

A. mentioned above, the DIC Action Plan outlines the steps to
be taken now and in the immediate future to complete ODIS pilot
project objectives and bring the USAID/Haiti Development Information
Center up to 
an optimal operating level. 
 My involvement will be 
to
facilitate the completion of the DIC Policies and Procedures Manual
and to monitor Danielle Wahab's continued progress in the training
 
areas.
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LIBRARY EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
 
QTY. EQUIPMENT COST
 
100 	 Large metal book supports 
 $151.00
 

3 Rolls, 16" polyester book covers 
 122.25
 

1 Magazine Rack 
 317.00
 
3 Rolls, reinforcement tape, 2" wide 
 13.50
 

1 	 Microfiche reader and necessary

equipment (cleaning kit, $21.00;

2 lamps, $30.00; dust cover,$8.00) 318.00
 

3 Microfiche storage boxes 
 43.50
 
Sub-total 
 $965.25
 

DIC REFERENCE COLLECTION
 

New Columbia Encyclopedia, latest

edition 
 $80.00
 

McGraw-Hill Science & Technology

Dictionary 
 150.00
 

New International Atlas (McGraw-


Hill) 60.00
 
World Almanac 
 8.00
 

Statesman's Yearbook 
 17.00
 

Statistical Abstract of the U.S. 
 12.00
 

U.N. Statistical Yearbook 
 41.00
 

Agricultural Statistics 
 5.00
 

Manual of Style, Turabian 
 15.00
 

Publications of 
International
 
Research and Development 
 10.20
 

Sub-total 
 $398.20
 

TOTAL 
 $1363.35
 

http:cover,$8.00
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DEVEPMENT INFORMTION CETE 
ANNUAL BUDGET 

Acquisitions: 
Books
 

Outstanding requests 
 $200.00
Haiti 0io~iograpby series 
 $200.00

Ongoing requests 
 $400.00
 

Perioaical subscriptions

PAhiJ journal $12.00
Carioiean Contact 10.00 
Cariooean Review 12.00 
Agroforestry Systems 56.00 
Community Development 38.00
International Family 
Planning Perspectives 
 15.00
Third Worla Quarterly 30.00
 

Titles to oe aecided 
 127.00
 

'TYIAL: 
 $SiO0.00 

Liora~y Supplies: 00.00
 

Outreach Materials (e.g. ,orocnures) 150.00 

Comuunications witn AID/Vgasnington 
(±0 calls, $30.00 eacn) 300.00
 

1',Licroficne Reaaer/Printer 2700.00
 
Printer supplies & equipment


(3 lamps/21.00; 4 rolls gaper/
 
200.00;dust cover/±l.00;
 
cleaning kit.21.00) 
 300.00
 

Saiaries:
 

DIC Manager

DIC Assistant To be finalized 

http:kit.21.00
http:cover/�l.00
http:lamps/21.00
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AID'S Developnent Information Center 

NEW NAME------ NE FOCUS 

The AID Mission Library has a new focusInformation Center 
and a new title: the Development(DIC). Danielle Wahab, Center' sthe Informationis now full-time Manager,and runs the Center from 8:30 - 4:30. She is currentlymaking some changes that will better assist the Mission's program andactivities, thereby carrying out AID's 

project 
use of overall goal to increase the effectiveappropriate information to enhance capacities for project design,management, and evaluation, as well as supportand Mrs. host country information accessuse. Wahab will emphasize outreach activitiesnewsletter, information such as a regularbulletins, and increased involvement with Mission 
staff.
 

The Development Information Center will be the Mission's direct to theAID/Washington linkCenter for Development Information and Evaluation (CDIE).CDIE's primary aim is to provide Missions with access to a worldwide networkof development information resources. Such resources include:
 
* the computerized Development Information System (DIS) database whichconsists of 40,000 documents for over 6,000 projects 
* AID's automated Economic and Social Data Bank (ESDB) 

* 
 the main AID Library and a wealth of resources
 

over 400 non-AID databases, including those of the U.S.Department ofAgriculture, U.S.Department of Energy, Canada's InternationalDevelopment Research Centre, U.S. Bureau of the Census, the UnitedNtions, and the World Bank, just to name a few 
Mrs. Wanab is currently working to model the Mission's Informationafter AID/W' s Center, Centeradding the most useful, up-to-date information
resources, journal subscriptions, documents, and research reports.act as the liaison She wilito CDIE's staff of researchersspecialists in Washington. 

and technical information
Mission staff may submit the following types ofinformation requests Wanabto Mrs. for immediate attention: 

* requests for summary reports or syntheses of technical and program
materials; e.g., 
 "What is AID's and other donors' experience with
watershed management projects, and what lessons have been learned?" 
* 
copies of relevant documents and reports 

* related information services such as compilation of bibliographies andprintouts of information on current topics, e.g., 
the latest information
 on malaria control research
 

* economic and social data 

STAOP BY THE DEVEOpMNT INFORMATION CENTER OR CALL EXT. 3079between 
 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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ACTION PLAN for the USAID/Port-au-Prince Development

Information Center
 

- require immediate 
attention) 

1. DIC Annual Budget:

*  meet with Kent Hickman, EXO, to finalize the salaries
portion of the budget; add to the budget for grand
total. (DW, Sept. '85)
 
2. Clarify job description for DIC assistant (Florence

* Prevost) (DW, Sept. '85) 

3. Investigate PC purchase for the DIC 
 (KK, Sept. '85)
 
4. Forward various components of current library operating
procedures to AID/Washington:
 

- circulation policy
 
- collection weeding vs. 
storage
- book ordering 
 (DW, Sept.'85)


5. Investigate the microfiche reader/printer situation in
 
* Port-au-Prince: 

-
Peace Corps library & USIS 
-- do they have service
 
contracts; makes & models?
- service agreement options; maintenance problems; supplies
 

(DW, Sept.'85)
 
6. Serials subscriptions:


- track the subscriptions throughout the Mission
 
(DW, Oct.15 '85)


- based on 
the above findings, place appropriate
subscription orders in the DIC's name 
(DW, Oct.30'85)
- maintain a record of non-DIC subscriptions, noting
recipient's 
name and office (ongoing)
- using AID Library Serials list, send form letter to
relevant institutions to receive regular publications,
newsletters; get on mailing lists (FP, Oct.'85)
 
7. 
Place book orders and new periodical subscriptions, using
the lists submitted to K. Hickman 
(DW & FP, Sept/Oct.'85)
 
8. 
Devise a serials check-in system, using UNDP library forms
 

(DW, Sept/Oct'85)
 
9. 
Train DIC assistant to catalog materials (DW, Oct.'85)
 
10. Cataloging workload 
-- complete the current backlog (DW &


FP, Feb '86)
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11. Complete the readings relevant 	to DIC training with Keyes:
-
Katz, V.Ipp 3-36,'The Reference Process;* pp. 58-60,
'Weeding the collection;*
- Katz, V.II,pp 41-63,"The Reference Interview and Levels
of Service;" pp. 76-80,xTranslation of the Question;"
pp"97-121, 'The Computer and Reference Service."
-ERIC Document 136769, 
*The Process of Ansvering Reference

Questions" by Gerald Jahoda.
- Also note the UNESCO pamphlet, Small Technical
Libraries by D.J. Campbell, general information on
library organization and policy formation.
 

(DW & FP, Sept/Oct'85)
 
12. Create form letters for the DIC:
- send all relevant AID/W Library forms to Mission
 

(KK,Sept'85)

- adapt AID/W forms for Mission DIC use 
(DW, Oct.'85)
 

13. 
Produce outreach products and initiate new services
the attached list, "Outreach Products") 
(see


(DW, Fall,85)
 
14. 	Order library supplies (list approved by EXO, 9/10/85)
 

(DW, Sept. '85)
 
15. 
Complete the USAID/Haiti DIC Manual (KK, Oct. 
'85)
 
16. 
Proceed with networking activities/maintain contacts with
relevant Port-au-Prince information specialists
 

(DW & FP, ongoing)
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ANNEX 4
 

ACTION PLAN FOR THE USAID/PORT-AU-PRINCE

DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION CENTER 
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ACTION PLAN for the USAID/Port-au..Prince Development

Information Center
 

- require immediate 
attention) 

1. DIC Annual Budget:
 
* 	  meet with Kent Hickman, EXO, to finalize the salaries
 

portion of the budget; add to the budget for grand
 
total. (DW, Sept. '85)
 

2. Clarify job description for DIC assistant (Florence
 
* 	 Prevost) (DW, Sept. '85) 

3. Investigate PC purchase for 
the 	DIC (KK, Sept. '85)
 

4. Forward various components of 
current library operating

procedures to AID/Washington:
 
- circulation policy
 
- collection weeding vs. storage
 
- book ordering 
 (DW, Sept.'85)
 

5. Investigate the microfiche reader/printer situation in

* 	 Port-au-Prince:
 

- Peace Corps library & USIS -- do 
they have service
 
contracts; makes & models?
 

- service agreement options; maintenance problems; sipplies
 
(DW, Sept.'85)
 

6. Serials subscriptions:
 
- track the subscriptions throughout the Mission
 

(DW, Oct.15 '85)
 
- based on the 
above findings, place appropriate


subscription orders in DIC's
the name (DW, Oct.30'85)

- maintain a record of non-PIC subscriptions, noting


recipient's name and office 
(ongoing)
 
- using AID Library Serials list, send form letter to
 

relevant institutions 
to receive regular publications,

newsletters; get on mailing lists 
(FP, Oct.'85)
 

7. 
Place book orders and new periodical subscriptions, using

the lists' submitted to 
K. Hickman (DII & FP, Sept/Oct.'85)
 

8. 	Devise a serials check-in system, using UNDP library forms
 
(DW, Sept/Oct'85)
 

9. 	Train DIC assistant to cataloq materials (DW, Oct.'85)
 

10. 	Cataloging workload -- complete the current backlog (DW &
 
FP, Feb '86)
 

\0
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11. 	 Complete the readings relevant to DIC training with Keyes:
- Katz, V.I,pp 3-36,"The Reference Process;" pp. 58-60, 

"Weeding the collection;" 
- Katz, V.II,pp 41-63,"The Reference Interview and Levels
 

of Service;" pp.76-80,"Translation of the Question;"

pp.97-121, "The Computer ard Reference Service."
 

-ERIC Document 136769, "The Process of Answering Reference 
Questions" by Gerald Jahoda. 

- Also note the UNESCO pamphlet, Small Technical 
Libraries by D.J. Campbell, general information on
 
library organization and policy formation.
 

(DW & FP, Sept/Oct'85)
 

12. 	Create form letters for the DIC:
 
- send all relevant AID/W Library Forms to Missio.n
 

(KK,Sept'85) 
- adapt AID/W forms for Mission DIC use (DW, Oct. '85) 

13. 	Produce outreach products and initiate new services (see

the attached list, "Outreach Products") (DW, Fall,'85)
 

14. 	Order library supplies (list approved by EXO, 9/10/85)
 
(DW, Sept. '85)
 

15. 	Complete the USAID/Haiti DIC Manual (KK, Oct. '85)
 

16. 	 Proceed with networking activities/maintain contacts with 
relevant Port-au-Prince information specialists
 

(DW 	 & FP, ongoing) 



-----------------------------------------------------
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SUPPLEMENT to ACTION PLAN
USAID/Port-au-Prince Development Information Center
 

1. Communications, Outreach, and User Awareness 
(DIC service
 
link to Mission information needs)
 

o Review microfiche index and MicroDIS data base for
references addressing current mission project design
initiatives to provide bibliographies of relevant 
and available documents to project officers.
 

- agroforestry
 
- watershed management
 
- swine repopul.ation 

o Report to Barry -Burnett on 
results of conversations
 
with project officers regarding new and upcoming projects

and amendments.
 

o Read mission Action toPlan identify areas of future 
program emphasis to build relevant information resources.
 

o 
 Attend concept paper, PID and project review meetings

to be aware of 
new project initiati es.
 

2. Administrative Issues
 

o Complete draft of 
FY '86 DIC budget
 

o Resolve position classification issue with EXO
 

o 
 Delegate selected DIC respnsibilities assistantt. 

to permit greater outreach orientation for DIC director.
 

Complete items specified in original
o DIC Action Plan
 

-
 Draft and forward current DIC procedures to DI (#4)
- Track serials subscription needs and process them 
(#5)
- Train assistant to take responsibility for cataloging,

deselection and other DIC functions 
(#9)
 

-
 Complete current cataloging backlog (#10)
- Produce outreach products and initiate new services 

(#13)
 

4 October, 1985
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ANNEX 5
 

LIST OF MISSI.6N INFORMATION REQUESTS 

http:MISSI.6N
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ANNEX 5
 

LIST OF MISSION INFORMATION REQUESTS
 

1. Lessons learned or 
 summaries of evaluations for Special
Development Activity (SDA) projects 
to assist in the
evaluation of an ongoing USAID/Haiti SDA project.
 

2. Development experience of pre-school 
 interventions and
 programs in the Third World, 
specifically, the relationship
between attending a pre-school program and subsequent

performance in primary school.
 

3. Examples of export marketing surveys be in
to used
supporting a mission project on exporting local crafts.
 

4. Information on 
 (1) PVOs as sources of long-term financing
for education in developing countries, (2) methods
reducing private cost 
of


(to parents) of basic education,

(3) ways of fostering government/private sector 

and
 
collabora

tion on financing education.
 

5. Mission 
is planning on performing a multi-project sec'oral
evaluation in health, with similar plans for private sector,
agriculture, and human resources. Who has attempted a sector
evalaution approach, and what methodological guidelines were

followed to perform the evaluation?
 

6. Information on the structure, 
market, and operating evolution of AID, IFC, and World Bank development finance banks
to be used to 
 support redesign of Development Finance
 
Corporation Project.
 

7. Compilation of AID/Washington technical assistance 
services
available to the field through AID-funded contracts, grants,
and cooperative agreements in 
population and family

planning.
 

8. Information concerning applications of solar energy in
developing countries 
 to brief mission director and
ambassador on possible uses of solar energy in development.
 

9. Information 
on basic and inexpensive construction of simple
lime kilns, preferably a manual with illustrations.
 

10. 
 Life-cycle costs of photovoltaic systems in comparison 
with
other remote energy systems such as diesel or gasoline.
 

11. Technical 
 summaries of latest information on the treatment,
diagnosis, and epidemiology of tuberculosis 
as well as
national programs to control or eradicate it.
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ANNEX 5 -- Continued
 

12. 	 National planning on economic 
development in developing

countries, particularly the role of a civil service cadre in
designing and executing policies 
conducive to economic
 
growth.
 

13. 	 Information on the cultivation, diseases, growth requirements, by-products, and medicinal properties of Aloes.
 

14. 	 Lessons learned 
from 	AID support to coffee production in
countries with characteristics similar to Haiti to 
help
local understanding of ways to increase smallholder 
production 	using intercropping and low levels of inputs.
 

15. 
 An order for a series of 66 publications (266 total copies)

from the "Techniques Americaines" series.
 

16. 	 Historical information on obligations versus 
disbursements

(by project) for all AID funds to Haiti, 1948-present.
 

17. 	 List of dissertations and theses on Haiti or Santo 
Domingo

for 1945-1985.
 

18. 	 Information search on primary health care, especially nutri
tion programs and training.
 

19. 	 State-of-the-art information on the cultivation of castor
beans in the tropics and on the use of castor bean oil as 
 a

high-quality lubricant.
 

20. 	 Tropical cultivation of and uses for jojoba.
 

21. 	 A manual on developing small libraries in rural areas.
 

22. 
 Feasibility studies or other information regarding machinery
necessary to 
make ice blocks and the marketing of ice by

small enterprises.
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ANNEX 6
 

DI INFORMATION SUPPORT ASSESSMENT
 



--

------------------- ---- ------

-------------- ---------------

-- - ----------------------------------- - -

ANNEX 6 -3 

DI INFORMATION SUPPORT ASSESSMENT
 

Requestor 
 Request Type
 

Doc:. Res:-


Nature of Request
 

Time Required for Response
 

Satisfactory?
 

Conment 

User Assessment 

Did the information meet needs?
 

Yes:- No:-. 
 More needed?
 
(if No, please comment below)
 

How would it have better served needs?
 

Other information sources used 
 -

How Used
 

Impact (indicate whether actual 
or expected)
 

What future uses of DI support are likely
 

Other DI services desired
 

Other Commnent
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ANNEX 7
 

JOB DESCRIPTIONS FOR PROJECT STAFF
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ANNEX 7 

JOB DESCRIPTIONS FOR PROJECT STAFF
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR
 

The project director will be responsible for overall project

implementation. 
His or her principal duties will include:
 

* Advising and assisting PPC/CDIE/DI in organizing 
and
maintaining its support structures for the ODIS project;
 

* Supervising, directing, and evaluating project 
staff,
including assigning 
responsibilities for 
 geographic
coverage for Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa, and

Asia and the Near East;
 

" Establishing and maintaining linkages with 
 AID
regional bureaus 
 and other divisions regarding
effective use of AID's institutional memory 
and other
development information by field personnel;
 

" 	Supervising the provision 
of project services and
assistance overseas, 
including technical assistance to
the development or strengthening of local 
 information
management capabilities and the transfer of relevant
timely responses to information requests received 
and
 

from
 
the field;
 

* 	Advising 
and advocating regarding information needs of
 
the field;
 

" 	Developing project 
evaluation instruments and managing
evaluation activities pertaining to project activities;
 

" 
Arranging and maintaining links with other relevant data
 
bases;
 

" 	Advising on the appropriateness of proposed technologies

for use in field settings; and
 

" 	Managing the project budget and 
ensuring application
of appropriate fiscal management control mechanisms.
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To help ensure 
that the project director will have the
 
skills and experience necessary to fulfill these responsibilities
 
professionally, 
it is suggested that 
the following minimum
 
requirements be established:
 

* 
Have training and experience in the field of 
information
 
management;
 

* 
Give evidence of interest in, and abilities to, undertake
informational entrepreneurship 
-- that is, to help
generate interest 
in, 
 and demand for, ODIS project

resources and services;
 

o 	Have field experience and/or training relating broadly to
issues of Third World development; and
 

* 	Have demonstrated project and 
personnel management

skills.
 

REGIONAL COORDINATORS
 

The two regional coordinators will 
 assist the project

director in the conduct of his or her duties. 
 In addition, they
 
will have specific responsibility for:
 

* 	Identifying potential 
proje c field sites for project

activities;
 

* 	Ensuring provision of and
appropriate administrative

substantive 
support to projects in the field, 
including
technical 
assistance and backstopping to field 
programs
with participating institutions in developing countries;
 

* 
Evaluating field effectiveness of project operations

making recommendations for improvements; 

and
 

* 	Generating demand 
for DI/ODIS project services in both
project and non-project sites, as a 
key element in
measured expansion of the project; and
 

" 	Acting as liaison, 
through the project director, with
appropriate agencies 
 and individuals 
 within and
outside of AID 
 concerned with 
 improved field
 
use of information.
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Qualifications for regional coordinators should include, but
 
not necessarily be limited to, the following:
 

" Have 
the skills and training to organize the management
of reference collection services in 
 field settings,
including the training 
of personnel to operate these
 
services;
 

* Be demonstrably oriented toward 
information management
and outreach services rather than toward 
 archival
services 
and collection maintenance, and in particular
focused on the management and ratrieval 
 of automated
 
reference information; and
 

e Be experienced 
in dealing with information management

issues in the development context, 
and be knowledgeable

about and interested in development as a substantive
 
field.
 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE/TRAINING STAFF
 

These two individuals will focus their efforts 
on support
 
activities in the field, 
consistent with project objectives and
 
under the direction of the 
project director and regional

coordinators. This support will primarily involve the development
 
in USAID 
missions of staff and other capabilities required 
for
 
effective mission-level information 
management. Thus, these
 
staff will be both consultants and trainers 
as the situation
 
requires. Among 
the services they will be prepared to provide
 
will be assistance to missions in overall information management,
 
including the application of automation and other technologies to
 
this concern.
 

Special responsibilities will include:
 

* 
Supporting the project director and regional coordinators

in matters 
 relating to information technologies,
especially microcomputer applications and 
 telecommunica
tions;
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e Analyzing the availablility of free or commercial 
data

bases of relevance to USAID mission information needs and

exploring arrangements to make them available for 
direct
 
access in the field; and
 

e 	Developing instructional materials on information manage
ment to assist personnel in field information centers in
knowing how 
most easily and effectively to access all
available data bases, 
or to organize their own collec
tions for easy retrieval and, if appropriate, automation.
 

Key qualifications for this position include:
 

* 	A strong understanding of information management 
techni
ques, 
including automated tools for information storage,

retrieval, and transmission;
 

e 	Experience in providing consulting services in the field,

preferable in an AID context and to USAID missions; and
 

* 	Ability to interact with senior USAID mission 
personnel

to 
promote effective information management and mission

commitment -o the necessary management steps and resource
 
commitments.
 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
 

This person will be responsible for all normal administra
tive matters, including maintenance of project files, correspin
dence, 
accounting, and logistical arrangements. He or she will
 
report directly to the project director, who will assign specific
 
duties.
 


